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ABS'I'HACT 

The question raised in this thesis is the mutuality of h11:i1an sf)cial 

beine and ethical conduct. A display of the Ii t'?rature reveals that th~ 

soci2.1 -- both tYa.di tior:ally and. in JTlOd8rn usa88 -- has a constra~.rd.ne; 

effect upon peop18 1 s lives, 

Hm,eV8Y, to some theorists, the social is an intermerl:58.tF. ~:;:,-:,'):r:::i. 

Hherei'l l!80~)le rea.lize the "funr1.ame!lt2.1 pu:>:.'poses o+' their la.boll:>:. 

heart of this t there is a presupposi tions of some [;00.4. for ;·:hic::' p~o~<L~) 

labour. 

wh1.ch ai~s a+ t~9 good, 
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INTRODUCTION 

This thesis represents an attempt both to conduct inquiry 

and to develop the concepts of the social and the ethical. This 

a t.tempt. is possible because I treat. t.hese hI0 concepts problematically. 

One might ask how and. why I chose to equate these two concepts; today, 

the noti ons of social and ethical are antithetical. Follo1-dng the 

tradition of value neutrality, some sociologists exclude the moral 

realm from their definitions of the social. The meaning of social 

no longer designates any qualities that are peculiarly human; I refer 

the reader to films like "Baboon Behavior" in which anthropologists 

analyze anilr..als' "social" characteristics. What I intend to do here, 

then, is restore the social to its human context; this thesis is a 

display of this. Thj.s task is, in some senses, accomplished when 

t.he social is shown to be a moral concern. Traditionally, ethics is 

grounded in the premise t.hat humans seek the good (Aristotle, 1953:25); 

social life, therefore, can not be separat.ed from the search for the 

good. 

I am not trying to define the concepts of the social and 

ethical as much as I seek to capture their form; that is, what is 

beyond their assigned usa.ges (convention) that gives the possi bili ty 

1 for their use, It is impossible to capture, reproduce, or contain 

the form, but through my labour I "hint" at the form. Therefore, my 

1. See Paul Friedlander, Plato - An Introduction for his discussion 
of PIa to' s development of the forms in Chapter One, "Eidos:' 
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effort (t.his thesis) is grounded In the medlation between the form 

and convention. This, then, is the essentially dialectical nature 

of this thesis. ~ 

If this thesls is dialectical, then it is also a dlalogue. 

Thinking is a dialogue that one has Hith one's self, and also,with others. 

The PIa tonlc d.ialogues show the importance of conversation (both with 

self and other) to thinking and theorizing. This thesis developed through 

a conversation in a twofold sense. First, I did not have a rigorous 

plan for it (the thesis), but I had a rough idea of what I wanted to do. 

One thought, when developed, seemed to make the way for another, An 

id.ea does not exist in isolation; thinking ls possible through the 

relation of one idea to another. Although the different topics in this 

thes:ls may seem to be scattered and without unity, they are all meant to 

dra.w upon and show the organizlng idea of the social as ethical, The 

order is not imposed upon the topics externally, but developed as an 

intrinsic feature of their (the topics') unity in dialogue. So far, the 

work that I have described is dialogic in the sense of a conversation 

with self; now I will speak of the actual dialogue with others that was 

involved In the writing of this thesis. Once I had decided upon my general 

idea, I turned to a committee of sympathetic listeners, Victor r·1arshall, 

Eerk'3ley Fleming, and Peter McHugh. I began with a series of experimental 

papers Hhlch were a motley lot of ideas and. attempts at formulation. 

'l'hese were given to the commi ttce members for comments and criticism. After 

we discussed the difficulties and strong points in the papers, I continued 

to develop, organize and clarify my thoughts. In this way, this thesis 
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emerged through a continuing dialogue with my committee members during 

the course of the year. 

Since theorizing is a dialogue, it follows that I hear the 

speeches of others in a particular wa.y. One may ask hOH I have used 

other theorists speeches as references Hithin this thesis. 

In the essay, "The Tradition and Individual Talent", T. S. Eliot 

writes that an individual piece of literature can only be understood 

through its relationship to all other works. The relationship of one 

Hork to'another occurs within the tradition. The tradition composes a 

simultaneous order and existence of all literature, and all literature j.s 

united through the tradition (Eliot, 1925:41). A piece of work receives 

its meaningful identity from the tradition. The tracli tion refers to the 

purpose of speech; it is concept of community l·[hich does not account lor 

private motivations. 

The idea of the tradition needn't be confined to an analysis of 

literature. As a sociologist; I transform it in order to make sense of 

and various speeches through their relationship to the tradition, In 

this way, I hear them as attempts to express what is at the source of 

life, Nhat is beyond life, what is unknowable; there is no form of Ilfe 

tha.t can not be thought to be' Hi thout a purpose. 

In this passage from his journal, Henry David Thoreau dra,'/'s upon 

a fundamental duality to ShOH his commitment to expression. 

I have been breaking silence these hlenty-three years and 
have hardly made a rent in it. Silence has no end, Speech 
j.s but the beginning of it, (Thoreau, 1961:22) 
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Thoreau has portrayed the human's being in the world: man 

bridges the gap betHeen himself and silence through speech. By speaking, 

in this fashion, one tries to know himself in light of the unknm'rable; as 

Thoreau points out, there is no end to this. There are no conclusions. 

Silence (the unknm.,rable) Hill never be broken, but the attempt to over

come silence (to knOH the unknowable) is eternal. The speech that attempts 

to break silence finally reflects silence because it is only through 

silence that it can be heard, 

To return to my Hork in this thesis: \'Then I refer to certain 

theorists, I move them, I hear them in relation to the timeless labour 

of expression; therefore, I read a theorist in a Hay that he (perhaps) 

never intended, I do not do an exegesis of theory (Le" a "true" 

reading) because such a concern generates private interests, and forgets 

the community of the tradition. I try to show one way in which a theorist' 

may be read by drawing out the speech beneath his speech; therefore, 

'sociologists are not "speaking" in this thesis as much as I am speaking 

through them, and exhibiting my commitment to labour. 

In the book, Theorizing, Alan Blum explains his (similar)orientation 

to work: 

Since this is not a work on the history of thought no 
claim is meant for the exegetlcal fidelity of my remarks 
concerning the various views of historical authors, Ultimately, 
I am making reference to ~ vie1'l through the various distorted 
readings of these authors, The distortional character of all 
reading and speaking must be kept in mind, not as a problem to 
be corrected, but as a method of affirming the commitment of 
the reader/speaker. It is through the distortions that the 
reader will discover - if he takes the time - the commitment 
for vrhich this work speaks. This is not to say that I refuse 
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responsibility for l'rhat I say about works, but that the reader 
must center his attention on hm.". I could say it as a method of 
preserving the intelligibility of the work, 

That I could only show how I can speak by creating a tension 
ln the speech of other works as the medium for such a display 
indicates not uncontrolled violence but only the fact that 
speech in the service of what is beyond words, can only affirm 
itself through a similar reconstruction of other authors, 
(1973: vii). 

Up to this point, I have given my reasons and ideas for working 

on thj_s thesis. 1'his introduction is a conclusion in the sense that it 

shows t.he command I have of this thesis. I can see the organizing unity 

of this work through which all of its sections gain significance; I also 

wished to demonstrate that there are no conclusions to this thesis 

because they (conclusions) would kill the dialogic spirit which fostered 

it. If anything, this work is meant to open issues, not close themr in 

this ~[ay, this thesis must be seen for what is is, a preliminary step in 

thinking. 

In the next few pages I will give a brief summary of the three 

chapters in order to provide the reader with a rough outline of this 

thesis. 

In the first chapter, I examine Durkheim's early social theory; 

I do this in order to grasp a conventional sociological grammar and to 

provide a point of difference to my formulation of the social as ethical, 

Once the essential differences between the two (formulations) are displayed, 

one begins to see a contrast. The peculiar nature of each formulation 

must be present in the contrast; therefore, contrast is useful as a way 

to better understand the issues, In the first chapter, then, I reconstruct 

and analyz e Durkheim' s concepts of social facts and currents. Accord_ing 
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to Durkheim, social behavior is behavior that has been inherited through 

a process of socialization: people become like the social milieu because 

they have been "moulded" by it. There is an absolute division betHeen ~ 
~---

the person and the social milieu; this contributes to the a-historicalness 

of social facts and social acts. Social people do not create their 

behaviors; therefore their lives are mechanical, hopeless, and resourceless. 

Because Durkheim's system is founded in violence, I ShOH hOH it fosters 

a need for self-preservation among members. Th1_s need (for self-preserva.tion) 

generates a utilitarian society. 

Following Durkheim, I examine ethnomethodology to ShOH hOH, in 

some Hays, it employs similar concepts of social beha.vior and membership. 

The social may be as constraining to some ethnomethodologists a.s it is 

to Durkheim, but ethnomethodology does not generate a static social form. 

It displays hOH people make their lives what they are; like Durkheim, 

ethnomethodology begins with the fact of the collectivity 0f social 

members). Ethnomet.hodology concludes that society is constantly achieved 

activities) is problematic. Ethnomethodology is practical in t.he sense 

that is implies a certain "life-fullness"; by this, I mean that ethnometh-

odologists revieH activit.y from an active perspective not providing 

much contrast to "society". 

In the conclud.ing section of the first chapter I re-pose the 

problem of membership and introduce a different way to think about it, 

I used Karl Narx's work, "On the Jewish Question" to develop these points, 

the origin of Civil Society (membership) and its antithesis, community , 
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Ci viI society ls the collective of aggregates, '<Tho, threatened by ene;ulf

ment, turn to private interests as a way of self-preservation. On the 

other hand, in community, people begin dialogue, the examination of their 

equal:i.ty. This is an occasion for me to recapitulate my purposes: the 

thesis is an attempt to begin community through theorizing. In conclusion, 

the first chapter is a kind of preliminary speech that both gives the 

purpose and gives the Hay to Hhat follows in the rest of the thesis, 

The second chapter, "On Sensuous and Erotic Forms of Life" j.s 

orga.nized by the questions; How can we think of the social if not as a 

constraint? HON can the social be formulated as a person's realization 

of his humanity? and, How is the social person also an ethical person? 

For purposes of conceptual clarification I introduce the sensous and 

erotic forms of life; the difference between them lies in the way the actor 

nses nature. Nature pertains to what is self-evident,obvious, and 

objectified like a fact. Sensuous life styles itself after what it perceives; 

it perceives nature, Sensuous life, therefore, is lived in accordance 

with nature, I introduce one form of sensuous life, nostalgia, to show 

how sensuous life uses nature. I draH this example (of senuous life) from 

the film, American Graffiti~ it (the example) is one version of nostalgia, 

Sensuous life can be identified by its passivity (in regard to nature); 

therefore, I show the transformational character of erotic life, for the 

purposes of contrast, In erotic life, man labours--not for a product, but 

for self -expression, Dialectically, la bour mediates behleen the human 

and the ldeal, Erotic life is social life: they are united through the 

concept of labour,. This formulation holds for the ethical sphere: if, 
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through the social, humans are given the impetus to work, then,ethically, 

they must complete their understanding of labour with a commitment to it, 

I used Simmel's Hriting, "The Transcendent Character of Life" 

in order to develop the ethical: man is at all times bounded, As an 

ethical a.gent, he must overcome the boundary (labour), No sooner is one 

boundary overcome than another one is met; man's labour is perpetual. 

Fellini I s film, Nights of Cabi.ria, is an example which conveys the 

perseverlng character 'of the ethical person, 

In the third chap:ter, "On Facts and Value judgments", I analyze 

the ethical problem in sociology. I do this to show how facts and value 

judgments may be used erotically--as an example of social and ethical Hark. 

In the first section I introduce value as the priority of an 

actor; a sense of value enables a person to differentiate and distinguish 

betHeen activities so that he (the person) can decide upon an action, There

fore I a value-free position is impossible. Value is also a "lay in which 

an act.or refers to the good of his acti vi't.y, providing it (acti vi ty ) 

Hith a certain intellegibility. This is a Hay to approach certain courses 

of action, and show Hhy this type of formulation is more desirable than 

one Hhich views morality as a system of fixed rules. Follmdng this, 

I reconstruct Marx's notion of exchange value, demonstrating how it i.s 

relevant to some modern uses of value (i.e" where phenomena are objectified 

and measured against. a fixed standared). 

In the second section I analyze the contextual meanings of facts 

and value judgments, Facts are primarily a language; they are of a 

definite character, and hence, they shape a definite course of action, 

i.e" positivism, Because the facts are "objective" they nurture the 
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conception of value-free inquiry, In order to display the ambiguities of 

this enterprise (value freedom) I analyze Herbert Gans' article, "The 

Positive Functions of Poverty," In the concluding section on the facts, I draw II! ,-
upon the novel,· Frankenstein, to demonstrate the monstrous qualities of 

purely factual knoHledge, 

Value judgments folloH the facts in the sense that they present 

a person Hith an opportunity to say something about the facts, Value 

judgments also folloH the facts in so far as they do not violate the 

peculiar usage of the facts; value judgments shape positivistic courses 

of action such as the securing of "personality" and other pluralistic 

practices, My main point in this chapter is to show hOH facts and value 

judgments are not different; insofar as they are complements of each other, 

they are generated by a common Horld view (modern science): the third 

chapter is a display of this, 



CHAPTER ONE 

THE SOCIAL AS A CONSTRAINT 

I, Early Durkheim 

This thesis is an attempt both to formulate and inquire into 

the nature of the social. I first Hant to make Durkheim's rendition of 

the social problematic in order to provide the Hay for some other alternatives, 

This reading of Durkheim is not intended to be an exegesis of Hhat he "really 

meant"; it is simply a demonstration of one of the possible Hays in Hhich 

Durkheim can be read, The points of relevance to this section are as 

folloNs; 

1, There may be a tendency among sociologlsts to think 

of the social as having a constraining effect upon people's 

lives. 

2, Durkheim's early writing in some Hays may suggest this, 

I wish, also, to acknoHledge the point Hhich Timasheff makes in 

Sociological Theory: 

Some of Durkheim's interpreters have attributed to him the 
conception of a collective mind as objective real!ity--an untenable 
position from the viewpoint of modern social science--and 
Durkheim's terminology and many of his assertions justify this 
interpretation. But others claim that this analysis of collective 
mental and moral phenomena approaches in some respects the role 
of culture in social life. (1957:108) 

This point has been raised in order to show that even among social 

scientists, there is no correct reading of Durkehim. I Hant, however, to 
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do justice to his theory, 

In The Rules of Sodological Nethod, Durkheim's chief concern is 

the extrapolation of social facts, However, in order to determine what a 

social fact is, he must first define what is meant by social, The first 

chapter of the Rules is entirely devoted to what are to b8 considered social 

phenomena. This chapter is of prime concern for what I intend to do in 

this thesis. I want to see vIhat is behind this version of the social, 

how it works, and vIha t kind of world it portrays, 

Durkheim begins by depicting the sodal as a milieu which exists 

in its own right, In order for sociology to have its proper subject matter, 

the social must have a character of its own, distinct from anything that 

could be considered psychological or biological, To what, then, do these 

designatio~s of the social refer? The social is exhibited in certain 

practical activities: 

When I fulfill my obligations as brother, husband, or 
citizen, when I execute my contracts, I perform duties 
which are defined, externally to myself and my acts, in 
law and custom. (DuYkheim, 1964:1) 

The social is more than these specific activities, it is the 

element that is common to all such activities. Durkheim's definition of 

the social approaches a concept of custom if we think of custom as certain 

Hays of behaving that are peculiar to a people and taught to the individual 

through some kind of a socialization process, If the individual Hho 

learned the customs taught these behaviors to his children, they would 

endure through time, 

We can think of at least two ways in Hhich custom could be 

l1k<tintained: 
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I, Here the customs of the past are invoked in the present with a sense 

of their worth. That is, the people who are using these customs know 

why they are acting in these ways, and what it is about the custom 

that is worth preserving, 

2. or, 

vie· can imagine a people who practice customs for the simple reason 

that, "Things have ahlays been done this way," Here, custom affords 

them some ease because every situation has, in a sense, been taken care 

of before it even occurs, (If there is a rule hand.y for every occasion, 

one needn't encounter the situation in the moment).l 

I, See Nax Heber for a more explicit account of these behaviors in "The 
Types of Sod.al Action". The reflexive use of customs, depicted in 
the first example is, according to Heber, It rationn.l orientation to 
an absolute value.,.involving a conscious belief in the absolute value 
of some ethical, aesthetic, religious or other form of behavior entirely 
for its own sake, and indepently of any prospects of external success," 
(1947: 115) • 

The second example of the unreflexive use of custom is like Weber's 4th 
type of social action, "traditionally oriented through the habituation 
of long practice." (Ibid) . 
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II Socia,l Beha.vior as Habit 

Durkheim's portrayal of social behavior borders on the second 

version of custom. By this I mean that he emphasizes a social order 

wherein jndividuals inherit similar ways of acting, similar institutions, 

etc, Take, for example, the education of the child as he depicts it. 

To confirm this definition of the sodal fact by a 
chcHacteristic 11lustra tion from common experience, one 
need only observe the manner in Hhich children are brought 
up •• ,AIl education is a continuous effort to impose on the 
child Hays of seeing, feeling and acting, Hhich he could 
not have arrived at spontaneously, From the very first 
hours of his life, He compel him to eat, drink, and sleep 
at regular hours; He constrain him to cleanliness, calmness 
and obedience, later, He exert pressure upon him in order 
that he may learn proper consideration for others, (etc.) 
",If, in time, this constraint ceases to be felt, it is 
because it gradually gives rise to habits and to internal 
tendencies that render such constraint unnecessary. 
(Dur1{heim, 1961t:pp.5-6) 

We have been given the dynamics of education as Durkheim sees 

it: certs,in behaviors are drummed into the chlla in a repetitious fashion 

until these behaviors are part of the child, These behaviors t.hat are 

taught to the child come to him from a source other tnan hlIDself. Tfiat 

is, parents, teachers, (others) instruct .him in these Hays of behaving 

"which he could not have arrived at spontaneously," In the preceding 

passage, Durkheim stresses the dualism in education: the child could not 

have lectrned alone, but only by the aid of the people who have taught 

him. Later, he goes on to say that these teachers are merely intermediaries 

and representatives of the social milleu, In the society that Durkheim 

has constructed, education occurs not bebveen people, but behreen a person 
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d th '1 '1' 1 an .e SOCla ml leu, 

To recount: the behaviors that the child learns come to him from 

without, brought by others who have been taught the same things in a 

similar fashion. These others are "merely intermediaries and representatives 

of the social milieu Hhich tends to fashion him (t.he chUd) in its own 

image," (Durkheim, 1964:6) 

The education of t.he child cont.inues in this fashion until the 

division betHeen the child and the behaviors ends, The behaviors have 

been impressed upon the child so thoroughly that the child becomes the 

behaviors, Once the child is the behaviors, his education has been achieved, 

The child no longer has need of the teacher because the child is like the 

teacher--a reflection of the social milieu that has fashioned him. The 

child could now conceivably be a teacher. 

For Durkheim, the success of education centers around hOH well 

the habit. takes: it must be engrained in the person. Habit is really the 

union of social facts and the person, If the social milieu fashions the 

person in its image, then habit is the process of impression by and submission 

to it (the social milieu), The more the child gives himself over to this 

mysterious force, the better his education will be, 

Although Durkheim invokes the notion of habit, it is really a 

specialized usage of the word that is intelligible only in the world that 

he has built for us, Habits are the results of interaction between the 

1. In t.he article, "A Historical and Compara ti ve View of Socialization 
Theory and Research", John A Clausen points out that, for Durkheim, 
"Education" is synonymous with "socialization", See Clausen, (ed,) 
Socialization and Society, 1968:54, 
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individual and the social milieu; a habitual person alHays brings Hith 

himself the same anticipations and responses to the situations that he 

identifies Hith habit, 

In the example of the education of the child, He see the \'lOrkings 

of the absolute division between the sodal milieu and the people Hho 

act by it (the division between man and the thing), What are the 

consequences of this division? 
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III. The A-Historicalness of Social Facts 

Although the habits that are performed by individuals are social 

acts (in Durkheim's terlT'.s) because they originate in the socia.l milleu, 

they are not human acts, This is to say that they are a-historical, if 

we understand history in this Hay: 

1. The active struggle that the human being has with other mysterious 

elements throughout the course of his life. 

2. The person involved in historical struggle is in relationship 

rlith these elements. This person is, in a certain sense, equal 

to these forces (in his understanding of them and their place), 

3. The saga of human beings and history contains neither the idea 

of man as victor or victim, but man in the process of engagement 

with these elements. l 

Why is Durkheim's theory a-historical? His people do, in fact, 

redo certain behaviors that are given them by the social milieu, and 

perpetua te them by instructing others in. these ways. Hmlever, it is not 

1. This formulation of the historical may seem vague; it is, in the 
sense that "mysterious elements" can not be defined, and this is why 
I have referred to them, The tension between the see-able and the un
seeable is ever present in the Platonic dialogues and ahTays reinvoked. 
For instance, in the dialogue, "The 'I'heaetetus", Socrates refers to 
the "unlniate" of philosophy as "those who believe that nothing is 
real save "That they can grasp Ylith their hands and do not admit that 
actions or processes or anything invisible can count as real," (Cornford, 
trans. in Hamilton and Cairns, Plato ed., 1961:pp 860-61), He does 
this in order to better hint at the invisible, or mysterious and 
provide the way for thinking of it. Therefore, I am making the point 
that people do not just lead mundane physical lives that can be 
recorded and contained by the facts. There is an element of mystery 
that can be taken into account as part of the human struggle, 
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as if these people, for all their milling about, have had any part in 

creating their actions. The social gives them their beginning; it 

makes them human, so to speak (Durkheim's version of a human). The 

social milieu makes people people through the s-tamping process. Vie 

meet, head-on, the mechanicalness of this theory. Socialization is 

like an assembly line produc-tion. It begins wi-th an individual who 

is nothing (in terms of his behaviors), the mold (of -the behaviors) 

is applied to him, and he -takes on the dimension of social facts. 

Humanity is pooled somewhere from beyond humanity (the social milieu), 

and, in this sense humanity is lost to us. It is lost because we 

wish, by ll1voki ng the term hUrlcmi ty, to preserve the nat UTe of' 

humanity by remembering the na-ture of the struggle between man and 

the incalculacle forces. 

In citing the mechanicalness of Durkheim' s theory, I lvish to 

point out the simplicity -1:0 which the in.teraction r-etHeen tte r:u.'llan 

the incalcuable forces is reduced, 13er:?'..1se the i~-..terci.ction 

is no dynamic relationship of man to this force. Thus, Durkheim has 

explained "That is the most mys-terious (the rela-tionship of man to this 

force) by way of what is the least mysterious (the mechanism). Moreover, 

it is not as if the inhabilants of Durkheim's society are responsible. 

for making their lives. They are puppets of the destiny Hhich the 

social milieu provides for -them: the behaviors are pre-existen-t, 

the individual needs only to be born into them. 
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That this society is a-historical implies that there is no theory 

of action, and, consequently, no theory of use, Action is the business 

of making history, depicted earlier on, By this definition of action, I 

wish to stress the part that the individual person plays in making history, 

and his knmfledge of his O1m historicalness: the fact that he J like 

others, engages in this struggle vii th these incalcula ble forces "l'lhich' is 

timeless, 

Action is, in one sense, usage, Usage is the human activity 

that ends the division between man and the thing. Hhen a person puts 

something into use (that is, approaches it with insight to ~"ke the thing 

serve some purpose) he does not stop at the thing. It nO'longer constrains 

him with what it is. l It is through use that a person achieves something 

other than .fha t he began with, an expression reflective of his relation 

to the t.hing. It is in usage that 'tTe find the story of human history. 2 

1. DurKhelm says of the thing: "Indeed, the most 1mportant c-haracteristic 
of a thing is the impossibility of its modification by a simple act 
of the will ••• lt requires a more or less strenuous effort due to the 
resistance that it offers. II (193 Lj,: 29) 

2. In Philosophical Investigations, Wittgenstein speaks of the importance 
of knowing usage, which embraces the idea of a language game, and 
consequently opens the concept of a form of life. I intend to develop 
this more explicitly in Chapter Two. 
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IV, The Hopelessness of Life With Social Facts and Currents 

Hopelessness will be thought of here as the feeling that a person 

has that things Hill all'Jays be the same, Hopelessness informs us of a 

kind of life that is lifeless: there is no sparkle in it of what could 

be, Someone Hho is hopeless might always be asking himself, Hhat's the 

use? In this Hay, the hopeless person projects the end of an act to a 

time before its beginning, and kills the possibility of the act ever being 

enacted, The hopeless person tells himself that he knows Hhat Hill result 

before he even does anything, so why bother doing anything? Anyway, he 

might reason, the state of affairs that could be brought about by this 

activity would be no different from the present state of affairs, so Hhat 

would be accomplished? The person rrithout hope keeps himself Hithin his 

sense of helplessness by not realizing the chance he might have for doing 

something different, 

The ,qay in which Durkheim has formula ted his theory of life 

with the social milieu gives the people who live in this society a life 

without hope, How is this? 

1, The set-up of the system, 

The social milieu that makes people what they are is beyond them. 

It cannot be comprehended theoretically. It is a mysterious force, 

unlike them, that controls their lives, H01rlever, Durkhe im allm'ls 

these people to know the social environment physically: ", • ,vIe 

realize that these feelings (social influences) have been impressed 

upon us to a much greater extent than they were created by us, It 

may even happen that they horrify us, so much were they contrary 

to our nature," (1934iS) 
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They know that something is acting upon them, and they knoH -when 

this happens -- due to the coercion that they feel from this force. 

Although people might have the feeling that something is controlling 

their lives, they have no idea of what this could be, They are 

helpless in the face of it. Moreover, there is nothing that they 

can rely on to get them out of this mess: the world is composed 

only of others like them and this force. 

2. Innovation is not provided for. 

Given the blueprint of social facts and currents as they are, 

and the individual's relation to them, there is no sense of how 

an individual could imagine (or make) his life in another 1-1ay. 

Durkheim (1934:3) states that innovation, HhHe not impossible, 

ahrays meets the resistance of social facts and currents. In 

saying this, h01orcver, he has not given us any morc of a clue for 

the possibility of innovation. If ppople's behaviors come to 

them from Hithout -- by the social realm -- and, if this realm is 

constant and ur:charrging, how then could change occur? 

Humans inherit their ways of acting, thinking and feeling from 
, 

the social source, and. their actions return to this realm (like 

the reflection in a mirror). The actions must return to the social 

realm because they ~ust be given again to others: succeeding 

generations fall right into the lap of this system. With every-

thing so mapped out in this fashion, how could change, if it 

ever happened, be explained? The insight essential to the individual 
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vlho innovated would have to come to him from someplace other than the 

social milieu. This insight could not occur to this individual alone 

since his knowledge originates in this milieu. There seems to be no 

place left in this world for this (the insight of innovation) to occur. 

Consequently, there is no action, Nothing is available to members 

for the overthroN of the system. Social facts, by stifling out the least 

form of resistance, perpetuate their existence, and that of the social 

order. 
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V. The Violence of Social Facts and Currents 

'rhe system Hi th Hhich He have been presented engenders a violent 

form of life. This is founded in the language of coercion, resistance, 

pain and punishment that Durkheim uses, For instance, 

Here, then, is a category of facts Hi th very distincti.ve 
characteristics: it consists of Hays of acting, 
thinking and feeling, external to the individual, and 
endmred Hi th a povler of coercion, by reason of Hhich 
they control him. (193LI':3) 

As stated earlier, social facts and currents make people according 

to their image: for this to occur, these people must give themselves over 

to these Hays of acting, thinkjng, and fee1ing. Thus there is founded a 

system of rule and submission to rule Hhich is the social' order, 

Besides the fact that they oppress, social facts are omnipresent: 

I do not feel the pressure that they exert upon 
me (social currents)~ But, it is revealed as soon as 
I try to resist them. Let an individual attempt to 
oppose one of these collective manifestations and the 
emotions that he denies .. J1ill turn against him. Now, if 
this pOHer of external'90ericion asserts itself so clearly 
in cases of resistance, it must exist also in the 
first mentioned currents although we are unconscious 
of" it. 
(Durkheim, 1934: pp. 4-5) 

The social milieu is one with the individual (in harmony) until 

he decides to break Hith it: then, it causes him pain, The individual 

becomes avmre of its presence. Although the social milieu is unnoticeable 

most of the time, it retains a capadty for being noticed', This happens 

(it is noticed most readily) when it is violated. In this Hay, the social 

milieu resembles the fierce God of the Old Testament Hho vms alvrays there 
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watching the Jews -- but most present when they sinned. 

The individual must go along with the social facts in order to 

a void pain or punishment. He vlOuld not want to offer any resistance to 

them because he would most likely suffer for it. From the beginning of 

this society (which He can think of as humanityOs relationship to the 

social facts) there is no discourse ;'/i th the social facts : it is suppressed 

by them. Conformity is the result of this, But, I am also talking about 

the genesis of a utilitaria.n society in which people Nould have practical 

motives for their behaviors.
l 

These motives would most likely center 

around the avoidance of pain. If we are afraid. of being stung, we act 

carefully Hith the bee, lest we lncite it. The people in Durkheim's society 

1-rould gage their actions by a similar standard, Humans live with others 

lawfully, Durkheim tells us, They do so, not so much out of respect for 

tne l-aw, but in the -fear of what -happens to the one who usurps· the lavr (the 

deviant) • 

But, aside from describing the society characteristic of Durkheim's 

theory, I want to ask, Vlhat makes for the violence of the system? Hhat is 

the rationality behind it? 

1. I have formulated Durkheim as utilitarian unlike those who read him 
as refuting utilitarian thought. HOHever I have formulated utilitarianism 
as a course of action rather than a movement in the history of political 
thought. See Parsons, The Structure of Social Action for a detailed 
account of the latter. 

~----=--
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Durl{heim states: 

It is generally accepted today that most of our 
ideas and tendencies are not developed by ourselves, 
but come to us from without. How can they become a 
part of us except by imposing themselves upon us? 
(1934: L~) 

vlhat He can point to here first is the absolute division between 

the individual and the social facts and currents; second, the imposition 

of these things upon a person. The first idea gives way to the one that 

follows it, 

Before anything can happen in Durkheimvs world, the inhabitants 

of it, and the social milieu must have something in comm0!1. This is achieved 

in the idea of the relationship behreen them, Because social facts and 

currents are forces beyond their manifestations in individuals, they are 

mysterious. vlhat is mysterious, and therefore, not readily understood has 

a power over men: they can be awed by this force, inspired by it, or afraid 

of it, Durkheim chose to see tlie rela:tlonshlp oetweell humans and- the social 

facts as a balance of power. If one is mysterious, and therefore more 

powerful, the other will be weaker and dependent. The stronger impresses 

itself upon the weaker -- this is the necessary condition for socialization, 

It stands to reason that there mnst be something by which men are social in 

nature, something through which men find community with other men, To 

carry this argument still further, there must be some value to this process 

of socialization -- there must be something good about people finding 
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themselves in communi ty with others. Durkheim, hm·rever, does not tell us 

what is good about socialization: VIe might be unimpressed with his 

references to the law. Because the desirability of life vTi th the social 

order is never fully pursued, there must still be some explanation for 

why life wlth the social order happens. This explanation is found in the 

idea of the violence of it, Humans live with the social order beca.use if 

they don't they are punished for it, Since no one really llkes being 

punished_ it is natural for everyone to live in the social order. Moreover, 

because the social milieu is mysterious, and therefore, not readily 

understood, it is pre-verbal (it can not be reasoned or explalned), 

Humans, in their pre-consciousness, can not make sense of this presence 

beyond; therefore, it fits that the relationship that they have to it will 

be pre-verbal. What is more primi ti ve than the method of teaching someone 

through violence? All the person (taught) would_ ever learn Hould be 

avoidance (think of the way people train their dogs), 

I mentioned before the idea of the division between the human 

and the social. Social facts remain what they are at all times. They 

become part of a person, but they still stay what they are. No process of 

mediation comes between humans and social facts because the division between 

them would no longer be able to be ma.intained, A social fact becomes part 
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of a person the way a brick becomes part of a house -- it is like a 

transplant, In this Nay, sad.al facts are things that ca.n be described, 

pointed to and measured, even when they are present in the individual, 

By imposing themselves upon a person, they manage to become part of a person 

without every being integrated into the life of that person, But isn't 

this, then, the gap in Durkheim' s theory --the idea of the human la bouring 

vIi th the inc2,lcula1:1e forces couldn 0 t be imagined -- so, the next most 

logical relationship was grabbed at ~- that between the powerful, and the 

povlcrless? 
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VI. E;thnomethodolop,y and Social Currents' 

Ethnomethodology is considered one of the newest and most controversia1 

developments in modern sociological theory. t1y purpose in analyzing it 

here is to show the extent to which it depends upon Durkheim's conceptions 

of social strucmrre, society, and behavior. Thus, ethnomethodology is a 

modern example of the social understood as a constraint. 

What is ethnomethodology? 'l'he term, ethnomethodology, refers to the 

phenomena of hOH common sense knovll edge of the "HrB. tever" (Hha tever he 

needs to do Hhat he has to do) is available to a member for practical 

actions and decision making. (Garfinkel - paraphrased- in Hill, Crittenden, 

1968:8). In other Hords, ethnomethodologists want to study the Hays in 

Hhich humans undertake a course of action for everyday affairs, and, in 

the course of this action, the kinds of concepts that the actors are using 

in ord-er to carry out t-heirti'3.sie:;. 

In Garfinkel's words: 

Hatters of fact and fancy and evidence and good 
demonstration about the affairs of everyday activities 
are made a matter for seeing a.nd say ins , observing 
for observation and. report. That means that talk is 
a part of this. Talk is a "constituent feature of the 
same setting that it is used to talk about," It is 
available to a member as a resource for his use as Hell 
as something that Hhile using and counting on, he also 
glosses. 
(Garfinkel in Hill, Crittenden, 1968:8) 

Ethnomethodology focuses on how people interact 1-Tith Hhatever they 

happen to be interacting Hith (other people; or the knOldedge required for 

certain practical activities) in order to carry out their actions. Therefore, 

f _ 
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structures are being used at the same time that they are being authored, 

Ethnomethodologists think of these phenomena as "observable-reportable" 

which is to say that the features of observing and reporting are a continuous 

way of orienting to the world. The actor has the ability to kno.,! what 

is going on at the same time that he is able to converse in and with this 

background. 

Theoretically, ethnomethodology ends the idea that an actor's 

theory (the knowledge he has of hOH things are) is separate from his practice 

(how he acts with the knowledge of how things are). Instead, it can be 

thought that the actor does '-That he kn01fs. His knoHledge of society is 

not separate from his J110vements in society: .,Tha.t he knows is Hhat he is 

doing. 
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VII. The Uses of Social structure 

The notion of the "common sense member" is important to ethnomethodology. ; 

Its studies center around an actor vlho embodies societal procedures. By 

invoking the concept of membership, ethnomethodologists refer to the fact 

that everyone (every societal member) knows what is going on around him: 

everyone knmm not only how to talk, but everyone knows what he and others 

are talking about. Consequently everyone knows what he and others are 

doing in the sense that what he knows constitutes and is constituted by 

what he does. 

Unlike Durkheim, the ethnomethodologists 'tIould argue that members 

are in the process of making society through their actions. Society does 

not exist as a static form; it is not independent of the methodology that 

people are making use of to get by in it. Hm-rever, 'tIhile the society may 

not be independent, ethnomethodologists still have a sense of the society 

as separate - at the same time that it is intrinsic. Members use common 

sense constructs which they inherit as a resource -- a general kind of 

1 stock of Immfledge. In the idea of the resource, we confront the notion 

of the collective, The collective is prior to membership, but the existence 

of the collective is the pre-requisite for membership. Would the thought 

1. In Studies in Ethnomethodology, Garfinkel acknowledges Schutz's 
contributions to sociological theory. See page 37. 
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of membership be possi bl~ ,Ii thout the idea of the YThole to Nhich the 

member belonged? The idea of the common sense member reflects the 

structure of the society and further structures it: society is the YThole 

that exists and the member is a component of this YThole. 

Both Durkheim and the ethnometho::lologists begin after the fact of 

the collectivity. Their concern is not the primordial question of "HoYT 

can this be?"; instead, it is the second question of, "HOH in fact is this 

the case?" H01fever, in both theories, the assumption of the collective 

or the YThole serves as the explanation for hoYT society is possible. What 

organizes society is its shared (by members) features: society is what no 

one can deny, 

If soclety is Hhat no one can deny, then it also serves as the 

uY'.d.erpin::1irg of constraint: membership is constraining in the sense that 

it is all that anyone can be or do, Society is structured by membership 

because through it (membership) all the ~rerogati~es£or action are given: 

they exist as collective rules, Ethnomethodologists, may, like Durkheim 

stress the pain of violating membership, Durkheim uses this as a fact, a 

proof of the existence of social facts and currents. But an ethnomethodologi.st 

may make this claim as a Nay to procure deeper kn01dedge of societal 

procedures. 

Procedurally, It is my preference to start Nith familiar 
scenes and ask YThat can be done to make trouble •• ,The 
operations that one YTould have to perform to produce 
and sustain beYTilderment, consternation and confusion: 
to produce the socially structure d affects of anxiety, 
shame, guilt, and indignation should tell us something 
about hmr the structures of everyday acti vl ties are 
ordinarily and routinely produced and maintained ..• 
Obversely, a knowledge of hOH the structures of everyday 
activities are routinely produced should permit us to 
tell hOH He might proceed for the effective production 
of desired disturbances. (Garfinkel, 1967:pp 37-38.) 
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Garfinkel may, at first glance, appear to be offering us a model 

for the scheme of order and disruption, This model provides the ethnomethoclologist 

wjth his method--with it, he finds out what he wants to know; he uncovers 

the dynamics of social si tua tions. While the member vlants to a void 

questioning how things work, the ethnomethodologist creates problems in 

the working that put it to the test. He makes problems in order to gain 

knowledge of hm, societal proceCLures are used by memheTs for t.he purpose 

of their maintenance. 

Garfinke], may, in fact, seem to be giving us a tautology: "Disrupt 

everyday happenings so you will know them. Knowledge of everyday happenings 

is what enables you to disrupt them". Hm,ever, if this tTere the case what 

would be the point of doing ethnomethodology? It would be a useless 

exercise in poslti ve knm,ledge, The charge of taut,ology isn' t applicable 

if the (aforc-q,lOtcd) rassage is read as depicting H;e E:thnomethodolo.;i::.t 

both as a member and non-member. He is a l!on-member in the sense that he 

trIes to make member's activities noticeable and "interesting". MembershIp 

is I for members I not "interesting" (i. 'e., not an occas:i.on for inquiring 

about membership). The ethnomethodologist suspends membership at the same 

time that membership retains its positive character (as the primary feature 

of everyday life) it is used to ShOH vIha tit isn't (disruption). Therefore f 

by virtue of what it (membership) is, it also includes the dIsplay of Nhat 

it canVt be as a Nay of further defining what it is, Through the use of 

non-membership, a more detailed account of membership is possible because 

it (membership) is now see-able. The membership with which ethnomethodologists 

begin is not the same as that with which they end because it has taken 

on the different character of accountability through its very analysis. The 

use of non-membership, however, is a tease because the ethnomethodological 

analysis returns to membership as its pervading organizational theme. 
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VIII, 'l'he Social Order as Moral Order 

In this section I want to examine some of the political claims of 

ethnomethodologists that are stated in some theoretical accounts, 

In the Studies in Ethnomethodology, Garfinkel (1967:35) states 

that, "for sociologists, the moral order 'without' is a technical mystery," 

He con'Unues to expla.in that, "From the point of view of sociological 

theory, the moral order consists of the rule governed activities of every-

day life, A society's members encounter and knmv the moral ord.er as 

perceivedly normal courses of action--familiar scenes of everyday affairs, 
\ 

the world of daily life kno\-m in common with others and others taken for 

granted, 

"They refer to this VTorld as the 'natural facts of life' which for 

members are through and through mora. 1 facts of life, For members not only 

are matters so about familiar scenes but they are so because it is morally 

right or wrong that they are so," (Ibid) . 

In this passage Garfinkel. does not equate the member's concern 

with the sociologist's concern, The memberos predominant interest lies in 

living and maintaining his life in a particular vra.y, and it is a matter of 

morality to .the member that his life be achieved in this manner, The 

sociologist proceeds vTi th the same moral order (as the member); however 

because the moral order is, for the sociologist, a technical mystery, he 

is interested in finding out how life can be lived in the Hay that it 

~."-.' 
E5!! 
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. 1 
lS, 

Now, I hear these statement's of Garfinkelos as confused: although 

technically suspending society (the moral) in an attempt to question society, 

he nevertheless returns to society and thus a moral order. Thus; the point 

of inquiry is not to shoH what is at the root of the assumptions that make 

society (as we know it) possible. All we have is membership (societal 

assumptions) as any prevailing order. Questions are asked (within 

ethnomethodo10gy) in order to ShOH hOYT - methodologically - assumptions are 

made. Therefore, tbe assumptions of the prevailing moral order are never 

questioned as assumptions, (i.e., there is no attempt to .discern their 

goodness, badness or value). This has implications in the sense that 

although He learn hOH the assumptions are made, we don't know anything but· 

the assumptions (soclety) and so become, Hith our knoHledge, master 

technicians of society (of assumptions). It is not a problem that the 

social order is the moral order because morality is left at a very naturalistic 

level; therefore the thought is not possible (Hithin ethnomethodology) that 

1. The moral order which Garfinkel speaks of is not initially to be 
confused Hith the rationality for achieving that order. Garfinkel 
clearly distinguishes between scientific and lay rationalities. In 
the sense that rationalities are 'differentO for the scientist and the 
layman, but are available for procl.!ringa moral (social) order, I Hould 
think of rationality as different from the moral order (an assumption) 
in the sense that it is some kind of a method. ltlhat Garfinkel argues 
then is that the method (rationality) makes the moral order and hence, 
the particular method makes all the dif=erence in what is perceived as 
the moral (social) order. Garfinkel is suggesting that scientific 
rationalities are not adequate for accounting for member's behavior 
and suggests that rationalities be treated a.s empjrically problematic 
material. Therefore, the rationality can not be separated from actor's 
behavior and is, in the same wa.y, accountable as a course of action, 
( Garfinkel, 1967: pp. 262-283) 

~ .. -
~ 

\ -
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morality is something other than the usual assumptions He make in the 

process of using societal procedures, 

But, if He wish to distinguish behfeen the natural and moral 

orders, and if the natural order is what it is, then the moral order must 

be founded in the idea that "It could be otherwise," If we think of the 

mi.tural order as the moral order, then, in one sense we are dulled because 

no options (for better living)are open to us, Garfinkel has depicted 

everyday life as mundane: the idea of man entering into struggle with 

incalcL~la ble forC!93 (what Durkheim was getting at) is not an issue. The 

spark that gives birth to creativity, therefore, is non-existent: it is 

present neither in everyday life n:.:::c::' so:.:::1.olo31ca.l theory. 

Husil, in the novel The Nan Without Qualities captures the sense 

of what I am suggesting: 

It is reality that aHakens possibiljties and nothing 
could be more y/Tong than-to deny this, Nevertheless, 
in the sum total or on the average, they Hill alHays 
remain the same possibilities, going along repeating 
themselves until someone comes along to Hhom something 
real means no more than something imagined. It is he 
who first gives new possibiljties their meaning and their 
destiny; he avlakens them, (1953: 12) 

The idea of "reality aNakening possibilities "never achieves any-

thing out of the ordinary beca.use it is only based on practical insight. 

The inspired person in this case need not knovr anything new or different 

from vrhat everyone else knovrs, But, the "someone who comes along" 1.n the 
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instance above is the one Hho does not maintain that reality is confined to 

practicality. Reality does not dictate to this person: he is not 

intimida ted by the fact of the fact. Reality does not coerce him ,~i th 

what is, because he can see clearly outside of it. It (reality - the state 

of affairs) could just as easily be what it isn't, and rrhat could be could 

be what is, This person 1s not afraid to imagine, and Hhat he can 1magine 

is not immediately ruled out because it isn't real: it is alive with what 

it could be. 

'1'0 conclude: An early work of Durkheim's and some ethnomethdological 

Hritings have been analyzed to show their similarity. This is reflected in: 

1. the structure of society -- membership 

2. the constraint of membership -- structure 

3. the violence common to the structure 

Now, I want to consider the deeper structure of this society. 

What is the deeper structure, and what is the problem of the deeper 

structure? 

! -
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IX. The Resource as Technical Achievement and the Upshot of Practical 
Theorizing 

vIhat stands behind membership and makes it possible is the resource, 

This is the deeper structure of membership. Ethnomethodologists speak of 

it in a sophisticated manner: The resourCe is a kind of background 

ImoHledge that is there for a rnemberos use at the same time that he doesn't 

alHays use it, This idea comes across more clearly in Garfinkel's talk 

about the jurors he Has intervieHing: 

I was interested in such things as jurors uses of 
some kind of knD'tTledge of the 'r18.y in Hhich the organized 
affairs of the society - ol)era ted -?~~ kr.oHledg2 tho.t they drcH 
on easilYi that they required of each other, At the same 
time that they required it of each other, they did not seem 
to require this knoHledge of each othcr in the form of a 
checkout. They Here not acting in their affairs as jurors 

. as if they 'rTere scientists in the recognizable sense of 
scientists. However, they were concerned with such things as 
adequate accounts, e.dequa te d_escription, and adequate evidence. 
They Hanted not to be "common-sensical" ¥Then they used notions 
of common senslcali ty • They ,-ranted to be legal, They Hould 
talk of being legal. At the same time they wanted to be 
fair. If you pressed them to provide you with what they 
understood to be legal, then they would immediately become 
deferential and say, "Oh Hell, I'm not a laHyer, I can't 
really be expected to knoH I'That' s legal and tell you Hha t' s 
lAgal. You_fre a laNyer after all." (Garfin!(cl in Hill , Crittenden, 
1968:6) 

The jurors do not have a rigorous method for the job they are doing as 

jurors, It can not be enumerated and delineated as is the case Hith the 

scientists, But it is a real method: it gets things done: tt enables them 

to play juror, The idea of the resource goes beyond this particular 

instance of the ju.rors to something all members use in their everyday lives 

for getting all kinds of things done. The resource provides for the 

intelligibility of their thoughts, utterances, and actlons, 

The resource is available for any situation; it gives an explamition 

for the act.ivities done Nithin those situations. The resource is not locatable 

in concrete individuals: it is something beyond them, But, it is something 
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that they can point to Hhen asked to give an account of themselves (their 

behavior). It Horks like this, "Hell, I can say this because everyone 

knoHs it." In this way, the resouree is a kind of general knowledge that 

exists somewhere and is at everyone's disposal. 

Durkheim's concepts of social facts and. currents Hork in a similar 

Hay. They can be thought of as a resource. The follm-ring passage ShOHS this: 

Collective habits are ••• inherent not only in the 
successi ve acts they determine, ... but they are gi'Ten 
permanent expression in a forln'J.la \-Ihich is repeated 
from mouth to :nouth, transmitted by education, and 
fixed even in i-TTi tj ng. 
(Durkheim, 1934:7) 

Here, Durkheim is speaking about actions that everyone does, and 

the assumptions that underlie and make possible these actions, These 

behaviors are available to people in a permanent Hay--in an abstraction. 

The formula (the abstraction) exists apart from individuals as a kind of 

tradition: it receives a life of its own through its abstract quality, 

The most important feature of the resource is that it serves people 

as an explana-tion,l It is what members can cite Hhen they are asked Hhat 

they are doing, They can appeal to a reason on the grounds of its 

familiarity. Because it is shared by all members the resource's validity 

is found in its characteristic of organizing the collective, This is 

brought out in what Durkheim has to say about social currents: 

1, 

There are other facts vii thout such crystallized form 
which have the same objectivity and the same ascendary 
over the individual, These are called social currents. 

When the explanation 
as a "legitimation", 
of Realit.v,:. 

becomes a justification, it can be understood 
See Berger and Luckmann, The Social Construction 
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Thus, the great movements of enthusiasm, indignation, and 
pity in a crowd do not originate in anyone of particular 
individual consciousnesses, They come to each one of 
us from Hithout and carry us array in spite of our
selves" • 
rrhus, a group of individuals, most of Hhom are 

perfectly inoffensive, may, vfhen gathered into a 
crm'ld, be dra'tm into acts of a troci ty • 
(1931+: 5) 

The social clrrrents can rrork here as a rationalization: they give 

a member (and a theorist) a cause for activity '"hich removes the burden of 

the act from the actor, Everyone knorrs about. mob violence: so, rrhen the 

person ,-rho has committed an atrocious act is asked about it, all he has to 

do is point out the nature of the mob, The common knorrledge of mob behavior 

serves as the rationale in this instance, By using social currents (i,e" 

the mob feeling) as an excus~, the person involved takes responsibility for 

his action from himself and gives it to the resource. In the society described 

by Durkheirr. this is a common feahrre: the deeper structure of membership, 
\...-

the resource (social facts) takes over for actions that are undertaken by 

members, It becomes a means for the explanation of members activities, If, 

as Dvxkheim contends, people are just reflections of the social milieu, then 

theoretically the milieu (or the resource) is the real actor in society, 

In the type of society that has been depicted, emphasis is placed 

on the fact that things get d.one (1. e" the idea that society is achieved). 

For Durkheim, this concern is dispJ.ayed in his use of concepts like "habit" 

and "customs", These are certain activities that not only indicate to us a 

people's social nature, but that also, somehow, fulfill human destiny, 

Ethnomethodologists s~er t.o make a similar point when they claim that in 

. . 
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society, members do things "for all practical purposes," By moving through 

everyday life in certain ways, people succeed in maintaining reality, The 

actions of members are practical :i.n the sense that they are complete--

particular activities are always being accomplished in such a Hay that 

nothing more is aimed at than their (the activities) accomplishment, 

Practical society is not necessarily the society Hhere courses of 

action can be understood according to means-ends formulation,l A means-ends 

type of model reduces the complexity of achieving society to a simple 

formula, 
2 For example, the Hhole point of "Agnes" is lost if our under-

standing of her is something like, "He took hormones in orrler to become a 

woman, " Through the course of the account of Agnes, it is shmm that her 

means are also her ends, The assumptioYls that Agnes \·,as :::-e}ying on to 

secure her feITlctlene.ss were at. the same ti;r.8 Fha t ba.d t.o be secu:-ced to be 

female (i. e. the as::mmptions Here for Agnes woman's assumptions, and 

therefore indicative of Homanhood), By making the right assumptions, Agnes 

was able to become a Homan; "womanhood" .. ras more or less contained in those 

Cl;t>t>ump-tions. 

Ethnomethodology is practical in the sense of lifefullness rather 

than other-liveliness, By this I mean that activity is viewed from no other 

perspective than the perspective of activity: the point of activity is the 

accomplishment of activity so that activity (society) is continuous, This 

1, 

2. 

See Garfinkel, Chapter 8 in Studies ip Eth'1omethodology 0'1 this point. 
He explains that a "means-ends" model, while it is a scientific rationality 
is not necessarily members' rationali ty and is therefore. inadequate in 
terms of accounting for members' behavior. 

'fhe following discussion assumes the reader's familiarity vIi th Chapter 
Five, "Passi.ng and the Managed Achievemel!t of Sex Stat.us in an 'Intersexed 
Person' Part 1", in Garfinkel s Studies in Ethnomethodology. 
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idea (of the constant achievement of activity) comes across in the Hork of 

a linguistic technician such as Schlegoff. At the ISA meetings in July, he 

was asked Hhy he Horked on the display of (linguistic) "Repair" (with Harvey 

Sacks). Schlegoff sta ted that it (repair) vIas important because it Nas a 

kind of system that enabled one person to interrupt another (person) in 

conversation to tell him that his pants viere on fire. 

'rhts can be heard as an instance of a theoretic practical interest. 

There is a certain fascination in "repair", i.e., in the Hay in Hhich things 

get done in society. JJinguistic usage is ingenuous because almost every 

situation in everyday life can be accounted for by a rule peculiar to it 

(that si tuati.on). Thus, if one person can ir.terrupt an other to tell him 

that his pants are on fire, the member displays that somehm~ he knows rules 

for priorities, for what it is better to do in a particular situation. It 

is better to interrupt someone to tell him his pants are on fire than to be· 

polite and let the person continue speaking and sustain burns: politeness 

shifts from a matter of honoring someone's right to speak to knoHing Hhen 

that speech can be violated. And it is this type of knowledge (member'ship) 

which enables activities to continue in their seemingly routine fasion. While, 

in point of fact, "repair" includes the non-routine as a display of the routine, 

In this sense, ethnomethodology stresses those accomplishments 

which are continually achieving society; therefore activities have no other 

significant consequences than the achievement of society. For examples, with 

Agnes, the problem is hOH Agnes managed to be a woman, and not vlhy: Hhat 

Agnes did Has not a topic for scrutiny. The idea of non-convention 

(ethnomethodological non-membership) is not formulated; it is not present in 

life as a viable contrast to societal procedures, Nonpconvention is there 
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(in life) as an avaDable methodology which enables the ethnomethodologist 

to affirm conventionality. Theorizing remains at the practical level 

because activities are re-viewed and their achievement is described. 

To recount1 The Durkheimian society is maintained because people 

inheri t knmTledge for everyday affairs from a resource. The resource is more 

of an actor than the people in the sense that, as a rationale, it begins to 

control their activities. The ethnomethodological usage of resource deviates 

from this: instead_ of being used by ethnomethodologists to theoretically 

justify the reasons for activities, it is stressed as (a mysterious) 

something prior to speech w-hich members invoke to speak, In this sense, it 

can be heard as a reference to some deeper reasoning _members do 

while acting. But, it is not Nithin the ethnomethodological context that 

the. resource be given a character of its mm in order to cont,rol human 

actions. 



X. Hemhership and the Emere;.ence of Civil Society 

In the concluding section of this chapter, the problem (membership) 

is posed again, and its resolution is sought. The idea of the resolution 

does not imply the end of the problem; such a position would kill'the Ijfe 

of the issue by ending any dialogue that could be directed towards it. The 

resolution is simply meant here as an alternative 'Hay of thinking about the 

Karl Marx, in his 'l'rriting, On the Jewish Question, confronts the 

problem of civil society and analyzes it. Hhile doing this, he points to 

the antithesis of civil society, community. I find Harx's work different 

from Durkheim and the ethnomethodologists on this point: for P1arx, the 

facticity of the prevailine;, social order did not necessarily imply that it 

was the moral order. Marx can be thought of as more of a teacher in this 

respect--:-he did not just offer an account of what is (Hhich is itself oppr'essi ve) , 

but sought to show how humans need not l1e constrained by it (what is). A 

spirit of Oughtness was part of his work. 

The questiQns to keep in mind that organize this section are: 

1. How is membership like civil society? 
2. What are the consequences of membership? 
3. What is the antithesis of membership (civil society)? 

Practical society: the state of rationality and necessity 
••• Security is the supreme social concept of civil society. 
(Marx, 1967:236) 

Civil society can be understood as membership: the self-perpetuating 

collective 1-l'hich fosters itself in practical need. The lives of members are 

organized to fulfill the needs of the society in order to maintain it. The 

lives of members are therefore sacrificed to the collective: this must be 

the case before members can be fashioned by the collective (socialized). 

~--~ 
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Hhat is the basis of civil society? The ffisls of civil society, 

Harx tells us, is the egoistic man. 

In civil society man is active as a private individual, treats 
other men as a means, reduces himself to a means, and becomes 
the plaything of alien pmfers f 

(Marx 1967: 225) 

The egoistic man, the private individual makes himself the limit 

of his activity. By this I mean that he thinks of himself as embodied, 

secured and knmm. The egoistic man orients to himself as a complete person: 

his need_s are justified simply because they are his needs. Because he 

makes himself the limit of his life,· the activities of the egoistic man 

are a method. They are a 1fay for him to assert hlmself, Because activity 

is a method to him, and not an end itself, it is a mere tool. An activity, 

therefore, does not have any significance until it procures a concrete goal. 

The egoistic man robs himself of his existence in this sense: because he is 

never fully in the present but Haiting for self-assertion (Le. the satisfaction 

of his needs) he is a method himself, His actual "real" existence is a 

method to an image of his projected "complete" self. The complete self is 

the self Hhich no longer needs; it can live in self -s-ufficency. This is an 

irony in the life of the egoistic man because the needs of self-gain never 

end. When one thing is secured, the need for another replaces it: this 

is the psychology of greed. The egoistic man, then, deals Hith others 

because they may prove useful to him, to his purposes. He may look at another 

and see nothing but himself; in one Hay, the egoist has no respect for any

thing because he can not understand hOH anything is of its mm nature. 1 

But hOH does egoism folloH from membership? Hm-r is the egoistic 

man the plaything of "alien pOlfers"? 

1. John O'Neill is "Public and Private Space" formulates privatization lfithin 
a similar context: 

:.;This loss of a common Horld separates society into a corporate 
hierarchy and a multitude of individuals Hho are turned in upon 
themselves in the competition to maintain occupational status and 
at the same time other-directed in their attempt to rationali2',e their 
loss of community in pursuit of the good life--family-style. (1972:36) 
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Hembershlr may at first seem to be the loss of the individual 

to the collective, but I want to ShOH hOH membershi:p is the making of 

individuals, Hembershi:p does not honour hu~~n interests in the sense that 

it stifles, and makes everyone the same, If a :person has any desire to 

maintain himself, he may resist the collective, Because members are 

threatened Hi th the seeming loss of self by collective interests, they ma.y 

act in such a Hay as to secure themselves. Hembers secure themselves 

by becoming :private individuals, They posit their "uniqueness" as a difference 

from others Hho, in so far as they are members, are like them (priva.te 

individU3.1s), A person vfho has been soclalized receives certain behaviors 

from the social milieu, but who is not to say that through the conce:pt of 

his "individuality" this person is transforming these behaviors (that he 

has received) into his ovm "priva.te practices"? It is fea.sible that Hith 

knOl'[ ledge t.ha t this person has as a resource, he fashions a self image. 

In fact, this is probably the only way "individuality" can be explained 

within a structure such as membership. Therefore, He can image a collective 

composed of "individUals" wrld, des-pi te their differences, contribute to 

its autonomy. 

There is no real relationshi:p among members in the collective; as 

I Hill explain later, they have no sense of community. A reification (on 

the part of members) is going on there; the structure is beyond them, 

untouchable; neverthelss, it is something by Hhich they all abide. Members 

do not act Hithin the system; they are within it. As Marx (1967:240) 

points out, the egoistic man is "the passive and given result of the 

dissolved society." That is, it is almost as if the life of the egoistic 

man has been caused by things external to him. The egolst has done nothing 
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with his experience because he has no self Hith Hhich to organize experience, 

Thus, life in civil society (membership) can be characterized by the 

person's surrender to the prevailing structure. 

Ivlarx introduces community as the antithesis of civil society, and 

I alluded to it above as "real relationship", What is cOI1l.TJlunity and why 

is it a more desirable form of life than membership? 

Community is described. by Harx (1967: 218) as the beginning of 

human emancipation 1'lbere people meet "in critical, scientific, and human 

relationship." Through community, people speak (relate) Hith each other 

in order to approach Hhat is Unlm01-Tl1 rather than to re-vieH, again, the 

knovll1, the given, the unproblematic, Community begins Hhen the prevailing 

order is questioned in a way tTh~t includes the display of one's self as 

praxis, Hovrever , membership is necessary to community in the sense that 

communi ty needs something to see, something Hi th "Thich to begin, something 

to question, Community can be distinguished from membership because it 

is the display of an aHareness of something other than membership, Hhich is 

crl tical of memo-ersnip. 'fhe point of eommtmi ty is a- HlGV~m€mt towards what 

is other than membershlp, but this otherness is not locatable in a place 

(such as utopia). It is Hhat is desired but Hhat is not achieved--because 

to make the unknown "knoHn" vrould be a relegation of it (the unlmovm) to 

membership, Hence, Hhen everything is membership and there is no sense of 

otherness, there is no community. Community, then is a reference to hOH 

He bring ourselves to situations in our lives and what He do Hi th them, It 

is my contention in this thesis that comr:uni ty is 8.n e:xpression of humanity 

in a sped.al Hay--in the Hay that neH avenues and inroads of existence are 

opened to the one Nho questions--by the nature of the questions. Therefore 

~- -
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I can not really say what community is--I can only attempt to do it; this 

thesis, is meant to be the display of this idea of community as its 

organizing agent rather than the definition of the ideal community, or a 

product of it, 



CHAPTER THO 

THE SENSUOUS AND EROTIC FORIVlS OF LIFE ~ t __ _ 

In the first chapter I described and analyzed Durkheim's early 

social theory and Garfinkel's formulation of ethnomethodology. I found 

that they were similar in some ways: both theorists l)Ortrayed tte social 

as a:ds"ing in a common structur.e, the collective or membership, I shm18d 

hmI, in some Hays I membership evokes the image of an egoistic , civil society. 

In "On the Jerrish Question" Karl f1arx posed the problem of civil society 

and displayed its antithesis, community. Community, as the beginning of 

dialogue and critique, is the alternative to the mundane, rule-governed 

lives of members. 

Now, in this chapter, I wish to proceed with these questions in 

mind: 

1. HoYT can He think of the social -- if not as a constraint? 

2. ltlhat, then, are the implications of a huma.n's social being? 

For purposes of conceptual clarification, it is beneficial to 

present tHO different examples of possible forms of life. These examples 

are contextual presentations of A. sensuousness and B. eroticism. They 

are organized by the form of life. Before I analyze the peculiarities of 

sensuousness and eroticism, I want to explain the meaning of the concept of 

form of life. 
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I. On Forms of Life 

The form of life is a kind of methodology, the theorist's tool. 

It has a place within the sociological tradition: both Simmel and Heber 

employed similar models in their Hork. Simmel referred to it as the "form" 

and Heber used the "ideal type", I Hill refer to their writings in this 

section to explain the form of life; at the same time, I will include my 

deviations and differences from their concepts, 

The form of life can be illustrated by way of its different features, 

I Hill organize the analysis in this section according to these three 

specifica tions: 

1. The form of life is metaphorical. 
2, The form of life is a hypothetical construction, 
3. The form of Hfe is both the tool and the display of u:1derstanding. 

rfhe form of life is metaphorical. It depends on a grammar for 

its construction, and it depicts some experientia.l event j in ~his sense I . it 

depends on a :ne.cEu~l. the concrete, external world, H01·rever, the form of 

life (as a construction) is possible because it is an abstraction from 

experience: it is a display of the peculiar qualities of that experience 

that make i t ~Ttha t experienceTl and not some other. The form of life is 

metaphorical in the sense of the Greek, metapherein, to carryover 

(Webster, 1970:893). It is the Hay of the metaphor to tap the commonness 

(or source) of events and to preserve the life of that commonness beyond 

the specific events themselves. Thus, the metaphor is a kind of construction 

that bridges the duality of the material and the essential ,[orlds. l 

1. See On the Be,o;inning of Social Inquiry (l"lcHugh et al" 197'-1-: 10) on 
this point regarding theorizing: "These papers should be read as examples 
of our method." 
To think of work as an example of method :i.s to imply that theory and 
practice are not distinct, .11:, H3 to end the .co:lvent5.o~31di visions between 
theory, method, a:1.d product and to display how the three are inextricably 
bound Hithin any reflexive endeavor. A piece of Hork is an example, there
fore, in the sense that it is also metaphorical. This is also the case 
Hith the form of life, 
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I Hant to stress that a metaphor is not only descriptive although 

description is, to a certain extent, part of it. This folloHs, then, for 

the form of life: It is not complete simply with the observation and 

1 
description of an experiential event. Simmel (1950:21-2) Hrote, 

If society is conceived of as interaction among 
individuals, the description of the forms of interaction 
is t.he task of a science of society in its strictest and 
most essential sense. (emphasis, mine) 

The form of life :?egins as an observation of an experiential event 

and as a depiction of the event "s sensuous features. However, the form of 

life also includes a display of the essential qualities that underlie that 

event, This is what I mean by the abstract nature of the form of life; 

8.bstraction is the theorist's tool. It is through abstraction that the 

theorist gets right at the heart of the event: liTo analyze is to 

address the possibility of any finding, puzzle, sense, resolution, anSvler, 

interest, location, phenomenon, etcetera, etcetera. Analysis is the concern 

not with anything said or vITitten but Hith the grounds of whatever is 

said -- the·foundations that make Hhat is said possible, sensible, conceivable." 

(McHugh et al, 1972:L) 

The heart of the event provides for the life of the event; this 

(the life) is hidden by its (the event's) sensuous features, but it is the 

intrinsic feature of any event, In the analysis of the form of life, the 

order of that form is discernfld. The orcler is the deeper structure that 

organizes the event and puts limits upon it, to make it what it is, It is 

more than a rule; it is precisely l-:1:1a t can not be captured by a rule. 

In displaying the form of life, the theorist ,is, finally, turned back 

1, I mean that the form of life is not yet a form of life. I do not 
mean the for~ of life ever contains or fully represents what (the 
event) it tries to captlrre, 
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upon himself. By confronting the possibility of any event, he is at the 

same time, encountering his own possibility as a speaker. The display of 

an other's grounds includes the display of one's 011n grounds as part of 

it: to uncover the possibility of another's speech is to ShOH one's OHn 

possi bili ty. This is the communal na.ture of formulating Hork because both 

(the theorist and the event) are united -_. through their existence by the 

same possibility. 

The form of life is hypothetical. It depicts the possible Hay of 

life of a possible actor. Heber (1947:89) points out Hhen he explains the 

use of "meaning": 

The term may refer .,, to the theoretically conceived 
pure type of subjective meaning attributed to the 
hypothetical actor .•• in a given type of action. In 
no case does it refer to an objectively 'correct' 
meaning or one which is true in some metaphysical sense. 

The form of life is meant as conjecture, not fact. It does not 

dictate the social order; if anything, it ShOHS that the social order is 

not a structure, but a complex of different ways of life and usages, The 

:form of life 13 floi a binding siereotypej . it fiepict3 ttwpossible way 

of life of a possible actor. The notion of possibility is not restrictive; 

it folloHs, then, that actors use any number of different forms of life 
1 

throughout the courses of their lives. Therefore, it is best not to think 

of the form of life as embodied by an individual person, but to think of it 

as Heber recommends, as "a possible course of action." Because it is a 

course of action, and not an actor, the form of life is open to an actor's 

1. In the PhiloGophical InvestiGations, Hittgenstein says, "To imagine a 
language is to imagine a form of life." (P. 8e). Later, he makes the 
point: "There are cOlmtless kinds (of lane;u."l€;8 games)" ,And t.j->is multlpUc:tty 
is not something fixed, given once for all, but nel-f language games come 
into existen8e, and others become obsolete ... " (P.lle). I have quoted 
this to better make the point about the flexibility of the form of life 
as a form. 
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election. The actor, a social being, is free to choose a way of life: he 

is not determinecl by a form of life that imposes i-tself upon him. 

The hypothetical charact.er of the form of l:i.fe also refers us to 

its authorship. Heber points out that, ..• Heaning is attributed to a 

hypothetical actor in a given type of action. Meaning is given by the 

theorist, in this insta,nce, to the hypothetical actor. The form of life 

does not exist independently of the theorist's formulation of it. By this 

I mean that is is the theorist who brine;s the form of life into the HorlCi. 

Although the theorist takes the example from Hhat he notices is happening in 

the envi:conment, he must make the example intelligible. Therefore, the 

theorist is, in a certain sense, an author of a display of a particular 

event, phenomenon, etc. He makes certain phenomena visible as theoretical 

problems; moreover, he is :cesponsive to the life of the phenomonon because 

he seeks to shm-I hm-I it is grounded. 

The form of life is used for purposes of understar:ding. In this 

sense, it is a kind of methodology i-Thich unites theo:cy and practice. The 

form of life is not a Hay to understanding; it must exemplify understanding 

itself. UndersJmnding begins vrhen He realize that no event or phenomenon 

is given in immediacy or self-evident. Through understancling He realize that 

an event (or phenomenon) 1S of a certain nature: therefore, it is necessary 

to disce:cn the natu:ce of something before it can be Imm-m. Understanding 

is the insight necessary to knOlfledge; it ita continuous movement in that 

direction. 

L __ 
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II. The Form of Life and the General Problem of Society 

The form of life reflects the general problem of sociology, How 

is this? In liThe Field of Sociology", Simmel wrote: 

Existence He hear is an exclusive attribute of individuals, 
their Qualities and experiences, Society by contrast. 
is an abstraction, Although j_ndispensi ble for practical 
purposes and certainly very useful for a rough and 
preliminary survey of the pl'-:';'r.o;~,ena that surround us, 
it is no real object, It does not exist outside and 
in addition to the individuals and the processes among 
them. 
(1950: 4) 

Siramel explains that the major premise in Hhich sociology is 

grounded -- the notion of the individualQs existence vrithin society -- is 

also the major reason for sociology's refutation as a science. In its 

attempt to make the courses of action of real individuals intelligible it 

exp1ains the real (individuals) through use of the ur..real; that is, the 

abstra.ct concept of society, Individuals are not only depicted in terms of 

their physica.l bodies, but a1so in terms of the other elements that figure 

into their lives, 

t " 1 sense percep lon, 

There other elements are not immediately given through 

The consideration of humans interacting with the n6TI-

physical reflects tbe Ylhole of sodal life, 

The form of life exemplifies the sociological tradition in so fa.r 

as it depicts a concrete course of action and makes reference to the (non-

physical) origins of that action, The form of life shows the unity of the 

tHO in the one (form). If the form of life is understood as a methodology, 

it is subject to the same criticism that soci.ology receives when it claims to be 
-, 

science : it is not stTictly e!'1pirical, The theorist uses abstractions, and, to '::'0!Jl':], 

I, I refer the reader back to the footnote on p, 18 for a more detailed 
account of "mysterious elements." 
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this denotes a loss of security, the secUl'i ty of the real physical world. 

But abstraction [fakes the understanding of a r.ourse of action possible 

because it touches the essential of that example, those qualities Hhich 

make it Hha t 1 t is. Thus, the form of life shOl'fS hOH any event, phenomenon 

or course of action is contingent upon certain underlying features for its 
L 

existence. 
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III, The Sensuous }i'orm of Life 

One who Hlshes to explain the theoretical background of the form 

of life must ShOH hOH it utilizes both a concrete real Horld, and an other 

wordliness, not given in immediacy. The form of life captures the union of 

the physical and the non-physical, and, in this sense, it reflects social 

life. Sociological theorizing notes that humans live their lives in 

conjunction Hith abstract premises. In the folloHing sections of this 

chapter I will elaborate upon -this through the development of the sensuous 

and erotic forms of l:i.fe. 

Both the sensuous and erotic forms of life focus upon the direct 

relationship of man to nature, I found Karl fIlarx's "Economic and Philosophic 

Nanuscript of 184L~" very helpful in thi s area, and I will be drarring upon 

it throughout these sections. 

The examples of sensuous and erotic life should provide us with a 

framework in which to formulate a human's social being and the implications 

of it. Thus, the examples of sensuous and erotic life give conceptual 

clarification to the organizine; theme of this chapter. 

As I stated earlier, the direct relationship of man to nature is 

the focal point for both sensuous and erotic life. The question that 

organizes their difference is, 

HoYT does man relate to nature i.n each case? 

I will begin with the formulation of sensuous life. In this section 

I Hill develop bot)) a notion of sensuous life -and an example of a sensuous 

practice. 

The Ho:.'ker can make nothing Hi thout nature, Hi thout 
the sensuous, external l'Torld, It is the material 
wherein his labor realizes itself. (Narx, 1967:290) 
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I1arx makes the point that humans live with nature. In their 

lives, they come into contact with the physical realm, with matter. 

1tIithout the material worid, labovr VIould be impossible. IJaboU!:" needs III 
something for its practice to touch; it needs something to effect. Jiloreover, 

lo.bour needs a medium through VIhich the change that it brings a bout can 

appear. If the social order is a complex of different forms of life, then 

there must be lnnume:rable ways in which hun!ans can approach nature. Now, 

one of those Hays Hill be considered. 

In the above quote, Harx suggests to me' a sensuous VIay of life. A 

sensuous life is a life in VIhich the form appears similar to "the sensuous, 

external world," Sensuous life is, more or less, a physical kind of life: 

it is lived in accordance Hi th nature, Hmlever, the concept of sensuous 

life refers us to the fact that it takes a man to live sensuous life. 

Sensuous life is possible only Hith a certain recognition that r.lan has of' 

nature. Nature is evinced through perceptlon, through the senses. It 

takes a human, using his faculities which make him a sensual being, to 

live sensuous life. 

Sensuous life presupposes a certain distance from nature in so 

far as a human perceives something, a,nd, through reason, knows tha t it ( what 

is' percei ved) is external to him. Marx noted that this is not so \11 th 

anlmals: 

'rhe animal is immediately one with its life activity, 
not distant from it. The animal :is its life activity. 
Man makes his life acti vi ty into an object of will 
and consciousness. (1967:294) 

The animal, unlike man, can not acquire any distance from its 

life because it lacks reason. The animal can not recognize any feature of 

~----
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its life as a feature of its life because all the animal is is its life. 

It. is al"Hays one wilh its life ,1 

1, Therefore sensuous life is not a brutal form of life insofar as the 
brule is like an animal: 

" ••. His beha.viors are not thoue.;ht to be displays by a rule
guided actor -~ the brute is not thought to be socially 
responsible .•• Insofar af'> his activity is in Neber IS t.erms, 
behavior rather than acHon." (B11J.m and NcHugh, 1971) 
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IV. Nostalp;ia as a Sensuous Practice 

I want t.o d_isplay a sensuous practice because it Hill provide an 

example of sensuous life, and make the analysis of sensuous life more 

understa,nda ble, The recent trend of nostalgia can be thought of as a 

sensuous practice: I want to show how. The film, American Graffiti, is L 

organized by the theme of nostalg1a: within the confines of this paper, 

the film Hill provide an occasion for the depiction of nostalgia, 

American Graffiti is a recollection of sorts; Hhen we watch the 

film, we recall ("Ii th fondness or amusement) the hot rods and bobby socks 

of the late fifties/early sixties, He are ta.ken cack to a small tmm in 

California, to what almost everyone Has doing on a Friday night, vIe cruise 

up and dOHn the main street f chucking moons out of car 1'TindoHs J "'hile 

listening to the radio, blaring rock n'rall, interrupted from time to time 

by "Holfman Jack", a disc jockey who epitomized the Ylisdom of the time, 

vIe visit a high school dance f stop for hamburgers at a clri ve-in where the 

Haitresses are on ro11er skates, Then, .1'18're off on a search for some 

illegal booze Hlth Hhich we can fitfully end the night, 

vIhat is happening when we see this film if we become nostalgic? How 

is nostaligia a way of experiencing the 1'lOrld? And, finally, ho'T can 

nostalgia as a mode of experiencing inform us about sensuous life? 

Hhen vim·ring American Graffiti, we travel back to a place that has 

only changed because of time, and He identify with a set of past practices, 

The medium Hhich invokes nostalgia (the film) gives us something to become 

nostalgic about at, the same time that it serves as the vehicle of travel: 

it provides the shock through Hhich we remember. It reminds us; in 

presenting us with this picture of life in the past, it enables us to go 

back, For this reason, we can think of American Graffiti as a bus to itself, 
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a kind of nOHhere traveL 

r1'he person Hho becomes nostalgic.' must, for those moments, forget 

as much of the present as he needs to be at ease Hith that past time again. 

HOHever, the present can not be forgotten completely because nostalgia is 
L 

the offsetting of the past to the present. Becoming nostalgic, He do not 

just see what it Has like then, but then in comparison to the sophistication 

of nOH. rrhus, He can be amused by or fond of past antics. Nostalgia needs 

the contra.st beh18en "nm-T" and "then" Hhich alloHs for the recognition of 

the past in the present. In one Hay, nostalgia overcomes time: it overcomes, 

in immediacy, Hhat time has changed. But, at the same time, it preserves 

time: time is divided into the categories of past and present. For 

nostalgia t S purposes, clear lines of distinction are first draHn behreen the 

past and the presentj later, those lines are blurred Hhen the sensibility· 

of nostale>;ia is achieved, For this reason, there is a kind of vagueness 

to the experience of nostalgia: nostalgia is usually thought of as a 

feeling or sentiment. It may be a pain or a longing. The noc:talgic person 

is within this fog. 

As I mentioned earlier, the contrast betHE;en past. and pre:::;ent time 

rYlkcs for the fascination of nostalgiFl. I<'cr exanlple, the practices depicted 

in American Grafn ti are bot~1 strange and familiar . Although, rrhen He see 

them, 1'[8 have lost, for the moment, the security of the typification of 

those practices, He knoH that if He stayed Hith the film long enough (where 

it has taken us), we Hould indeed begin to typify those practices again. 

Nostalgia recHTakens our knoHledge of the past; it informs us that the past 
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Hhen vre "latch American Graffiti; if vre are nostalgic, the potentially 

boring or mundane becomes exciting, the nevrs of the moment. The limits 

of everyday life seem to have been transcended, if vrhat vras once habit is 

nOH adventure. Nostalgia is successfully unreflective; it keeps those vrho 

are involved in it from contemplation of 1>That it depicts, If Ne are 

nostalgic, we cannot really think about the value of life in the JY3..st because 

Ne are too interested in having the time again as it really was before. He 

are busy recreating the past, and trying to lTlr:lke that recreation perfect, 

Nostalgia involves a concern for accuracy: a nostalgic event, such as 

American Graffiti, may be s~lbject to crlticic:Tl deper..ding lJ.pon i t.s accuracy. It 

may have been considered a good film by some because it vias a true to life 

account of the rock n' roll ere .. 

In order to see American Graffiti nostalgically, 'fTe must aband.on 

ourselves to the film. By this I mean that nostalgia bids one to let dOim 

the barriers of distance: one forgets himself, for the moment, and lets the 

film take over in order to bring him back. In his essay "The Homecomer" 1 

Schutz remarks upon the implications that distance has for one's concept of 

home. This notion can also be applied to the experience of nostalgia. 

Home means one thing to the man Nho has never left it, 
another thing to the man Nho dHel1s far from it, and 
still another to him vrho returns •. (1970:108) 

1. Alfred Schutz, in his essay, "The Homecomer" analyzes a phenomenon 
similar to nostalgia, the experience of homecoming. Nostalgia, however, is 
not the achievement of a permanent state, as is a. homecoming. Nostalgia is 
essentially fanciful, Nostalgia retains its interesting character in a 
Hay that homecoming does not: 
"To the homecomer, ~C:;'.3 ShONS -- at least in the begL:ning' -- an unaccustomed 
face' .,' The homecomer I s attitude differs fror:l that of a stranger: He 
expects to return to an environment of which he a11"fays has had -~ and. so he 
thinks -- still has intimate knoNledge and Hhich he just has to take for 
granted in order to find his bear:i.ngs Nithin it, (1971: pp,l06-l97, Vol,II) 
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Nostalgia G."1n be likened to going home in so far as it is a return 

to the familiar; therefore, distance is a feature necessary to the idea of 

nostalgia. Distance gages hOH one sees. If we abandon ourselves to the 

medJ.um in order to become nostalgic, He aim to become the person who has 

never left home. But, it is only because we have been away from home that 

we a.re able to Teturn. Because He Here once at home (i.e., the person who 

has never left) t.he limits of Ollr d.istance from it could. d.issol ve, and He 

could return there again, as He were before, Nostalgia is the desire to 

return to a particular time (or state of nature) as if it had never been 

left. Realistically! nostalgia is possible only as the vieH of the person 

Hho has left home. 

Al though nostalgia distinguishes times (i. e" knoHing the past as 

the past, and. the present as the present), in the experience of nostalgia, 

the differences behreen present aml past are blurred. This blurriness is 

present in the feeling of abandonment a person may have to the medium; Hatching 

.. American Graffiti, as yre are meant to Hatch it, ',Ie become the adolescents of 

1962. ~Ta tc::hing Ame:r:'ic<'i.l1 Graffiti is driving u,p a_nd down tIIaln S_treet a .. 11 

night. Any sense of ourselves as otherHise is forgotten. Hhat we need to 

see that film nostalgically (the rattonality that makes it intelligible) 

is what the teenagers of '62 needed in order to live their lives in that Hay. 

Earlier in this section, the unreflexive character of nostalgia Has 

mentioned; however, a technical reason Has given for this feature (i.e" 

persons 1-1ho are nostalgic are too busy recreating the past to 1-IOrry about 

what Has really going on). NOH I Hish to explore this point a little further; 

reflexivity kills nostalgia, or the experience of nostalgia is impossible to 

one Hho is reflexive (to one, Nho, in a certain sense, wishes to evaluate the 

past) • 
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Alfred Schutz, in his essay liThe Homecomer", makes this point 

about a person's capacity for returning home,Vlhich can also be read as a 

person's ability to become nostalgic: 

A young man lives for years in a small tovIn, a regular 
fellaH, liked by everybody, but in an occupation 'llhich, 
honorable as it is, does not give him any chance to 
prove his 1wrth. Quite l'ossil11y J he himself Has not 
aVIare of Hhat he could perform. The Tdar gives him such 
an opportu:1i ty. :-Bmakes good and receives the reward he 
deserves. Can He expect, can NO wish that such a man 
could come home not only to family anct sl'reetheart but 
also to his place behind the cigar counter? 
(1971:117) 

This passage raises the ethical question: can i'le wish the person 

who has done more or better than what he vras doing at home to return home? 

A person Nho has learned somethil!g other than home, a learning through 

which he is able to evaluate his former position can not return home, to 

Nhat he I-IaS before. It ",ould be a lie to himself if he did, because in 

becoming avJare of his former situation, he has something more than the 

rationale for that situation VIhich enables him to see it. On the other 

.' hand nostalgia is similar to the homeco)1ling of the person who has not made 

gond. Nostalgia is the desire to return to the :past because-nothing better 

has been achieveli. Although nostalgia is possi111e only as the dream of 

the person who has left home, it refers to a physical distance: the 

nostalgic person has never really left home (the past); he has never really 

left home in his heart. The manner in which life was lived in the past 

is the only "ray that person knoHs hOH to live, Horeover, the present is 

an impediment to that past life, l'Thich, through the experience of nostalgia, 

can be overcome for as long as the nostalgic mood lasts, Thus, the reasoning 

behind nostalgia mal<es it compelling: life Has good then, if it is 

recreated, the good Hill be nOH, The time 'tras good then,and the time Has 

L_ 
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the practices of the people. In redoing the time, we become like those 

people, we become good. Nostalgia is the dream for the perfect state which 

is equated to past practtces -- and present practtces, if the present 

practices are a recreation of the past. Nostalgia is impossible Nithout 

this idea of the goodness of the time. For instance, even if "hard times" 

are longed for, Hhat is basically heing sought is the goodness of the 

struggle that hard times bring. Think of Archie Bunker's song, "Those 

\'Iere the Days.": "Dtdn I t need no Helfare state •.. Everybody pulled his 

weight •.• Those Here the days." 

Nostalgia fosters a kind of ha.cb~ard hope, something Hith the 

resolve of, II~Tell, the past Has not in vain I even if the present is." 

It is a practice ':Thich l,13.kes its goal (:=o1.'rler tines) sometbj PC; :·:hich ),as 

already l'een lost (th'3 past). Nostalgia is doomed bef0re it hegins 

because it can neve:.>: :ceally have the time again ••• only its recreation in 

1 
fantasy, 

1. I am depicting nostalgia a.s a m.ovement tm:a:.>:ds an idyllic tiJ11e. Because I 
in nostalgia I a surplus of goodness is::_~I-D.t8d to the pas:, the. present, 
m'lst be less crood A d.issa tisfaction 1-,i tn the present I tnen, gl yes one 
the imnetus t~ re~all. Nost8.1gia, as I 'am formulating it, is a ver~ stron~ 
experi~neB tlBiB-B c-alls £01.' the surrender of the n(')stalgic person. t-,o~ta~gla 
is not a flirtation Hith the past which is available to anyone "lho enJoys 
(somethin[j like) Arneric2.rt Gran tt:i:.. 

The folloHing (edited) poem portrays the essential features of the 

movement I am trying to cal'ture: 
Hiniver Cheevy, child of scorn, 

Grew lean Hhile he assailed. the seasons; 
He YTept thc.t he was ever born, 

And he had reasons. 

Niniver loved the days of old 
Hhen mwrds Here bright. and studs Here prancing; 

'rhe vision of a warrior bold 
\lJould set him dancing. 

J11nl 've~ sighed for what Has not, 
And. dreamed and rested from his labors; 

He dreamed of Thebes and Camelot, 
Aml Priam's nelghbors, 

Hiniver Cheevy, corn too late, 
Scratched his head. and kept on thinking; 

l'1iniver coughed, and called it fate, 
And kept on drinking. 

EdHin Arlington Robinson 
(Untermeyer, ed., 1953: pp L/·ll-l2) 

~ 
~ L -=- - -: 
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To Recount: 

Nostalgia has been shoun to be a fanciful practlce in vrhich the 

past is longed for and recreated, Nostalgia. is unreflexive: past practices 

are reconstructed vii thout evaluation, HOHever, a certain goodness is 

imputed to the past Hhich provides for the possibility of nostalgia. A 

person is nos-Lalgic Nho has no sense of life o-Lher than in the pas-L. 

Hhat is it that makes nos-Lalgia a sensuous practice? 

Nostalgia is a description in the sense of a photo-copy. The 

picture that it presen-Ls to us of the past is Harranted by the existence of 

the past as an objec-Live reality. Thus, someone who Has nostalgic might 

tell us that he Has so "because of the time ll 
-- the time i -Lself insp:b:'BS 

nosta1gia. This person might not think of himself as imputing va.lue to the 

past, and -Lherefore auth01:'ing his particular (nostalgic) viel'T of H,. 

'Nostalgia is sensuous because the object of its description, "time" 

is for nosta.lgia's purposes, the state of nature. It is external, given in 

immediacy, and an object of certainty. (tlJarx: 1967: 240). In sensuous life, 

people have not realized that nature is for use, Usage ShOHS hOH the human 

Harker is in a particular relation to nature. By this I mean that the 

Horker has a sense of how he Horks: his labour does not just leave nature 

as it is, but, for him, labour is a transfornation through Hhich expression 

is achievecl. The Horker has a distance from nature tP..8. t the sensuous person 

does not. Hovr is this? 

One Hho lives sensuously (or l)hysically) thinks of nature as the 

perfect resource. Nature is a source of inspiration for humans (in the examplo 

of nostal gia; we can see bOh' in American Graffiti, 1)162 served a:: the inspiration 

~ 
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for the film), Nature is perfect because it is suffident: it exists and 

provides for itself, Nature does not need humans for the purposes of its 

survi val: it Hould continue ltlithout them. Hm'/8ver, humans need nature 

because it is the sustenance of their material lives, Sensuous persons 

read their need for nature slavishly:' because nature is perfection, in the 

sense that. it is complete a.nri does not need, sensuous persons Hish to duplicate 
I _ 

nature, They wish to become like nature themselves, Since nature is the 

only availa.ble resource in sensuous life, it is all that j.s relied upon in 

the duplica.t.ion of itself. Consequently, na. ture in the only thing that 

sensuous persons have to ShOH for their efforts, (This, too, Has shown in 

the example of American Graffiti -- the experience of the past wa.s all tha.t 

a person had to know in order to return to the past), The sensuous practice 

of description is based on the idea that man is not nature, Because he is 

not nature, hOHever, man is missing something. This pitfall (of missing 

somet.hing) is overcome ;.rhen lHan gets as close to nature as possible. He 

thinks that he becomes nature in his duplica.tion of it, Behind sensuous 

life, then, there are these notions of loss and recovery, Han seeks Hhat 

is lost (nature); in his becoming vrhat has been lost, he regains it (the 

state of nature), 
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V, The Erotic Form of Life 

In this section, I will be referring to the "erotic" in its 

classical or Groek sense, For a detailed account of the difference bebreen 

the concepts of modern and classical love, the reader is referred to Georg 

SimmePs Hriting on the subject, "Eros, Platonic and Hodern" (1971: pp, 235...f21.j.7), 

In this article, Simmel explains that for the Greeks, love transcended mere 

sensuality, "Plato saN that love was an absolute vital pOl-rer, and tha.t the 

Hay of und.erstanding Houlcl therefore have to lead through love to the 

ultimate ideals and metaphysical potencies," (Simmel, 1971:236), 

'l'herefore, the erotic can be thought of as an intermediate force, 

coming behleen man and ideals I vlhich propels the soul to contemplation and 

reflection, For the purposes of this paper, I l·dll be using the erotic in 

this sense: as a reference to the human struggle to contemplate the meaning 

of things f The erotic, a,s an active form of life I will be developed in 

contrast to the sensuous form of life, in Hhich huma.ns are engaged in the 

process of duplicating nature, rat.her than putting it to use, 

Erotic life presupposes sensuous life; "the sensuous external 

world" is a necessary feature of erotic life. In erotic life, people are 

aware of nature, Hmiever hOH people are aware of nature points to the 

difference behreen sensuous and erotic life. Erotic persons put nature to 

use -- they vlOrk VTith it, Erotic life arises in activity, This activity 

is not a routine copying of nature, as in the sensuous projects of nostalgia 

and description. Erotic life is a "\dnd of intermediate state; by this I 

mean tba tit ShOHS hOyT humans live betvleen nature and spirit, DHelling in 

this intermediate state, erotic persons unclerstand latour qualitatively: 

they know that laoo'.)2:'is the relationship of humans to nature whereby they 
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aim at the expression of spirit through themselves, Spirit can be thought 

of as the prerequisite for all life, that I-lhieh hrea thes possi bUity . 

Therefore, spirit is the mys·terious other force upon Hhich the relationship 

of humans to nature is contingent. Erotic persons show through their labour 

that their la.l::ourhas a purpose: its purpose is to ShON hOH, in life, spirit 

must be expressed, In erotic life, a person has a sense of self which is 

displayed in the attempt to transform nature, In erotic life, nature speaks 

I-Then it is given a voice (or a purpose) by man, Therefore, nature can not 

exist as a thing apart from man with a separate life, It is man who 

generates I or i.s Tesponsible for f a conception of no. ture ~·:hen it is put to l..we, 
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'1'0 Recounl: 

Nature is transformed lhrou.::;h lIOri~; it does not remain an 1mmoveable 

object. Nature provldes the I:laterial Hith which humans work to bring forth 

and show the purpose-of la'oou:r, the underlying spirit, 

In erotic Ufe, people understand that vwrk is a secondary activity. 

This is so because Hork is essentially a relation, It is the process behreen 

man and nature Hhich Hould be impossible Hithout either, Ero·tic persons 

labor because they understand the purpose of labour: they understand how 

nature is to be used so that it does not dominate humans (Hhich '\orould be a 

reification). Erotic life is poor: labour is nothing of itself, it depends 

upon the forces of nature and spirit. Hmrever, lallour never contains these 

forces upon ~'l'hich it depends: labour can only shoy,[ them (nature and spirit) 

I. T 1:' 1 t . t 1 11 d t . t 1 as '(,hey are, ~a JOl;r' 1S never comp e e: 1 on y a u es a 1 s purposes. 

Because it is a truly hur.tan activity, h.nour is all, and the best, that 

humans can do. Through lA,bour, humans get a sense of how they exist: they 

are the go-behreen of nature and the deeper purpose of life, 

If in sensuous life, men seek to recover a perfection that has been 

lost (the state of nature), it is in erotic life that they work Hith the 

idea of perfection as the beginning and end of their activity. A passage 

from Plato's symposium Hull help to illustrate this point; 

The spirit being of an intermediate nature bridges the 
gap betHeen men and gods, preventing the universe from 
falling into hw separate halves. (1951: 81) 

1. Simme1 noted that, "For the Greek love can be an intermediate state 
betHeen having and not having. As a logical consequence of this therefore, 
love woulcl have to be extinguished once this state of possession is reached." 
(1971: 216). Thus, Simmel described the erotic tension behreen having and 
not hEtvine;. This is similar to the tension of latlol.lr~ in erotic life: labou.r 
is a continuous process of expression Hhich never can fu11y contain that 
Hhich it is expressing. If Hork achieved perfection it would cease to be a 
human activity: there would be nothing to work for. 
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Before humans, Socrates contended in his example of the gods, there 

is perfection. The idea of the god is best understood as vlhat is prior, 

It is before life, that which gives life, Consequently, the pu:.pose of an 

erotic C).ctl'li ty (one that bridges the gal) betT-men men and gods) is to ShOH 

bOH it (the Hork) is done in the light of this priorness, Perfection is 

nothing but itself; it does not have any qualities of a greater or less 

degree because it is impossible to conceive of something being more or less 

perfect than another. Therefore I perfecU.o!l can be thout~ht of as an allusion 

to the unchanging. Because people live their lives through the flux of 

change I through acti vi ty 11hich brings a bout and ShOHS change I the idea of 

prior perfection is most alien to human nature, A human beir.g is most 

unlike a god, Humc').ns are the vJOrkers: before them, in the idea of the 

unchangj.ng I is ·tha t Hhich never Horked. Yet, in erotic life I Hork is done 

in the Hake of \'rr,at is prior. The promise found there (in. the ideC). of this 

priorness) is labou:.'s cleepesl motivation, In erotic life J human Nork is 

not drudgery: it is not routine or a dull repetilion of nature, Through 

erolie life the human ,'Iorkers come to realize thal they have a place in the 

vJOrld. 
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VI, Erotic Life and Social I,ife 

In the last. sect.ion, the erotic form of life Has developed, Labour 

Has shovm to be the very heart of erotic life; this is not unlike Karl 

Harx's analysis of labour in Hhich labour is considered one of the most 

important features of human existence, I cite the follovring passage in 

order to formulate the idea of man the worker as a social being. Nore 

specifically: the social can be understood a.s arising in erot.ic 1ife, HOH 

is this? 

Even when I carry out scientific ~Tork, an acti vi ty vThich 
I can seldom conduct in associ2:tion Hi th other men, T 
perform a social act. The human significance of nature 
only exists for the social man beCC1use only in this case 
is natm~e a bond Hi th other men I t.he basis of his existence 
for ot.hers, and their exist.ence for him. 
(}\~arx: 1963: pp. 157-158) 

Erotic life is social life: Harx set.s it out, The social is t.he 

common ground from which humans begin labour: through -this social ground 

those of simila.r vision behold the possibility in nature, Th<:tt is t what 

can be done l1i th nature in order to better shaH humanity t Crude matter t the 

concrete medium that I by its nature is resistant to movemen·t (because it j.s 

distinct and sepa.rate from humans) is used for the purposes of expression. 

In-social life, a person displays praxis as far as he has reached out to 

touch a thing.
l 

Furthermore I YThere labour bridges the ga.p be·tl1een men and 

gods I the ,wrkers overcome the alienating division beb1een the hUf'lan and the 

1, The folloYTing passage form Ixtdy Chatterley's Lover ill:lstra tes more 
fully the point I am making about the huma.n relationship to nature in erotic 
(social) life: 
", , • The wood Has her refuge, her sanctuary '" To get aI-ray from the house t 
and everJrbody. " But it '-las not really a refuge, a sal1ctuax'Y, beca 1.1Se she 
had not connexion Hith it, It Nas only a place \-There she could get away 
from the rest. She never really touched the spirit of the i100d itself,., 
if it had any such nonsensical thing," (laiV.cence I 1960: 21) 

~-
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absolute. In social life, nature is not an affro~1t to man because nature 

is not 8iven the power (by man) to intimidate and silence him, This is in 

direct contrast to the relationship of man to nature in sensuous life, There, ! 
because humans have nothinG to say about nature, they simply recopy it, and 

fancy that reproduction to be their different speech (different from nature), 

By good activity, however, I do not mean domination, the unequal 

relationsh1p of man to nature, wherein man is the controller, ltlhen 

dominating in this Hay, man asserts his ego by making everything subject 

to himself: he ravae;er; nature, not respecting it,l 

In social (erotic) life, humans need not mEdce reified typifications, 

either, puttinG off reflection until some technical failure occurs in 

everyday life. Vlhile reified typifications are sYT'lbolic of a life that 

has lY?en dulled, it is in social (erotic) life that one aHakens so that 

even 'tIha+' Has unthinkable (or typified) before can be spoken of, 

Accorclingly, the analysis of nostalgia 'fwuld have been impossible if it had 

been treated sensuously, because the sensuous treatment of nostalgia Hould 

result innosta1gic'l~ It was because nostalgiawa.s treG!.ted. eTGtiC'-.:iL-'lTy (i,e" 

Hith the intent to display its life) that it became a topic for analysiS. 

Nostalgia 'fms given an "interesting" character by the analysis Hhich II1c.de it 

pr'oblematic; whereas, if it had been reified it vTOuJ.d be uninteresting, 

and remain self-evident. 

I, A point about man dominatine; nature is made in a conversation beb-rcen 
characters in L~dy ~!:?:'1.t~~:~;:~l._.:L°s "I.o~. The statc;;:ent ':tbout the midlands 
rcfc:-cs to the effects of thE:! mineG. " , •• The driving pO'rrer of the machine 
(is) hate,. ," "Absolutely, but also it seems to rr..e a perfect description 
of the ,.hole of the inrlustrial idea. It' s the factory owner's in eal in a 
nutshell i except that he would deny that the driving pOi{er Has hate, Hate 
it is all the sarae J hate of l1fe jtGelf, Just look at these Nidlancls if it 
isn't plainly written up," (laHrence, 1960:l~O) 

~ --
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Social life ends both the division and the.motive that is usually 

attributed to la[)our, Earx noted that even Hhen he Nas enGaging in science, 

an activity ",hich could be clone alone, he performed a social act, 1'0 

be social, a person need not have another around, a.l though this could just 

as easily be the case, The reason Hhy a person Harks is more important, and 

as Marx points out, this (the reason) provides for the social nature of the 

task, In the conventional relationship of producer to cOl1sume:c, the first 

thinks that. he vrork~; for the sake of the other, and vice-versa, Ho\fever, 

in erotic life I humans come to terms Hith the purpose of la1::o;''''', and HorK 

for this purpose in any task, The social is, in this sense, the beginnins 

and the end of labour. Because it gives the ir:sight of Hhat good vlOrk is, 

it makes it possible, opens it to people. Ell~aged in the ad, of labour, 

the Harker acknoHledges the in.sight Hhich fosters his 1::t.bour. Each task 

is not an end, 1::ut expressive of the purpose that the labourer attempts 

to shaH throuGh all his 1wrk. 

There is trust among people in erotic life 1::ecause "nature is a 

bond Hi th other men J the oo.sis of hi s exist~nce fQr othexs and their 

·t 
existence for him,' Through the social people find a common basis for life: 

they have a reason to Hark, and this reason is something that can be shared 

Hith others, Socia.l life fosters collaboration, As equals, social men 

speak, Hrestling nature from itself, and d.irecting it tOl·rards an expression 

of the perfection before, The social is the place where act.ivity is made 

good, 

t_ 
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VII, The Social As Ethical 

In the last section, a version of the social Has formulated: a 

human's social nature arises in erotic life Hherein the purpose of labour 

is understood: the Harker is the social person, Up to this point, forms 

of life have been described, NOH I Hill carry them further to the 

philosophy of life they entail, Because I do not_ intend to separate 

sociology from philosophy in this section, it is no accident that I ... ill be 

using some ot the theoretical insights of Georg Simmel, Simmel Has an 

unusual theorist, a con-troversial figure in his time because he did not 

alHays conform to the precedents set by academics, One conte11porary of his 

rer.larked, 

There is not doubt that Simmel, thanks to his extensive 
and many sid.ed knoHledge and the penetrating energy of 
his thought, is the only man capable of lifting sociology 
from the level of mere da. ta collecting and general 
reflection to the rank of a truly philosophical under
takj.ng, 
(cited by Levine in Simmel, 1971: pp, XIII-IV) 

to metaphysical problems, to the meaning of life, (Levine ed" Simmel, 

1971:XLVI) , 

In "The Transcendent Cbaracter of Life" Simmel expressed man's 

posi tion in tbe vwrld as standing at every moment bet ... een hro boundaries, 

A boundary is something alien that stands in the v/B.y of man, HOi,rever, 

Simmel did not stop the ana.lysis Hith that simple observation, He noted 

that "The unified act of life inclucles both the state of being bounded, a.nd 

the transcendence of the boundary," (1971:356) I read this as a presentation 

of a hurEan I s social situation: the boundary is present for a person so 

that it may be stepped over; after one boundary is stepped over a neH one 
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will all-rays be encountered, Thus, human existence or "social being" is 

e;rounded 1n continuous labour (labour can be understood as the overcoming 

of boundar 1 as ) , In the erotic form of life, for example, nature Nas shOlm 

to present the obstacle that a person Has continuously transforming through 

Hork, 

The eternalness of laboLlT is·the chalJenge of social life; it 

(the eternalness) is not 0, cause for desp-::Lir but the very reason for human 

existence, "That He do not simply stand Hithin these boundaries, but by 

virtue of our a1'Iareness of them have passed over them -- this is the 1'3ole 

consideration Hhich can save us from despair over them, over our limitation, 

and finitude," (Simmel, 1971:358), Simmel carried this consideration of 

social life a step further: 

There must be son:ething at hand to be overcome, but it 
is only there for the purpose of being overcome, So, 
also, as an ethical agent, man is the limited being 
that has no limit. (1971: 359) 

The totality of human social life does not only lie in labour 

(overcoming bounda.ries). By thinking of people as ethical agents, Simmel 

ha s extended the social t.o its next logical sphere, the sphere of necessity. 

Not only is it humn nature to be social (to labour to overcome obstacles) 

but it is an ethical duty: it is a matter of a person's honesty to himself 

to at all times be himself. 

In conventional usage I a persons' social nature, and ethical dut,y 

are usually separated, HOHever, if through the social, humans receive the 

impetus to Hark, then, throu@;h the ethical, they must complete the under-

standing of la bouc by a commitment to it. I am saying that a person can not 

~-
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be social Hltho'J:t being e-thical in this sense: one cannot be labouring 

with a real purpose unless he is also committed to that purpose, Through 

the ethical sphere, then, the worker completes the social sphere: the 

insight of social life is made into reality 1-Then it becomes a duty to 

labour' for this insight. 

In this section, I am speaking of the ethical sphere as a general 

form of life, It is conceiva1be that an ethical (and therefore, social) 

person would be displaying these spheres in any ta,sk that he undertook. 

He can imagine an ethical craftsman as Hell as an ethica.l theorist, There-

fore, the social and the e-thical spheres are to be found_ in the disposition 

of the actor, rather than in any specific task, 

1\ person acts in these social and ethical spheres so that activity 

is an end, By this I mean that one does not act according to a means/end 

model, In the means/end typology of action, an activity is not always 

meaningful, For instanceF if 'I do x in order to ge-t y, x is merely instrumental 

to y, Doing x does not mean a.nything until y is aQhteved.l x deriY8S its 

meaning from y, Hm-rever, in the social and ethical spheres, acti vi ty is not 

di vided into means and end. It is an end itself, By this I mean that the 

activity is complete because of the purpose that fosters it: therefore, it 

doesn't matter vIha t the outcome is. 1 This Hill be made clearer in the next 

section 

1, Hax Heber (191-1-7: 114·) includes this a.s a specific "type of social action": 
" ••• in terms of rational orientation to an absol.t;.te value (vertrational); 
involving a conscious belief in the absolute value of some ethical, aesthetic, 
religious, or other form of behavior, entirely for its Olm sake and independently 
of any prosp-?cts of external success,ii 



VIII, Nights of Callir13. -- An Illustration 

The I<'ellini film, Nights of Q.abiria better illustrates the point I 

am trying to make: that in the ethical (and consequently the social sphere), 

activity is an end, 

Cabiria is the story of a prostitute in Rome. The film opens as 

Cabiria is being robbed and thr01m into the river by her former lover. 

Cabiria survives the assault and resolves not to be b.ken again. Her 

cyn:i..cism is a Hay in lihich she protects herself: by maintaining a cynical 

attitude abou-t life, she can hide behind a hardened exterior and ~'1ever have 

to put herself forth to meet another again, Cabiria's turning to cynicism 

after the betrayal by her lover can be understood as a rE!solve never to 

risk herself again, She lives her life determined tba t Ylot!1ing Hill ever 

touch her again: nothi;'\g Nill move her, 

It is ironic that Cabiria is a prostitute, and that her work as -

such is particularly unerotic. Although, for all practical purposes, she 

appears to be having many relationships, in realitYr she is involved in 

none, As a pr6stit;ute, she gives herself to another as a p:ossessionj 

she re!!'ains guarded and secure, Her value to another is transformed to 

money: it is something Hith a completely objective content 1'1hic11 remains 

distant. from both parties (both she and her client), 1 Cabiria knows exactly 

hOH she gives herself to another and how she is taken, It is a flat 

exchange: a relatio;'\ship Hhere nothing of the person need be given at all. 

The film depicts some of Cabiria's escapades in the night as she 

works. Cabiria enters.a theatre one night while a hy-pnotist is on stage, 

1. In the article "Prostitution ", Simnel (1971: pp. 122-23) shaHS h01'l money 
ca.n completely alter the human tone of a relationship. 

~- -

I 
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He convinces her to join the show and give herself over as a subject, 

Cabiria is hY11notized: she is put into a tender love scene in a garden 

Hhere she talks sincerely to a lover. Cabiria talks openly to him, 

revealing many things about her character, to Hhich in everyda.y life she 

woulcl never 8.dmi t, Hhen she comes out of the spell, and hears the jeers of 

the audience, she realizes how she has heen taken advantage of and 

humiliated, That she can suffer on account of such exposure shaHS us that 

she is not as hardened as she pretends, 

After the shaH, Cahiria meets a !lh':tn, Oscar, who has Haited around 

to tell her hOH deeply he "ras moved by her conversation j_n the garden, 

He tells her that people are usually so closed but that once in a while, 

a rare person comes along Hho opens his heart and inspires one to live 

better. He tells C8_hiria th8.t she Has his inspiration, Cabiria is close 

to rejecting him, but her curiousity is roused, For some reason, Hhen he-

asks her to meet him the next day, she accepts, The sto:::-y unfolds as Oscar 

woos Cablria: she is at first reluctant to give herself again. ~owever, her 

f-ear is sl-o+f-±yov~*-GGme-! Cabiria comes into her O"H1 hCl.PJ2iness and trust, 

in the t.hought tha,t someone can love her for herself. Eventually, Cabiria 

sells all she mms, and goes to Oscar with her dm'rry to be his Hife. On 

the eve before th~y marry, they take a Ha1k in the forest, A changes comes 

over Oscar, his face darkening, his manner I gra.ve I but Ca.biria is too happy 

to not.ice, Hhen finally, she does see, she cries out: \'fe feel t!1e agony of 

her betrayal. Oscar ruClS off Hi th the mO:18Y, and Ca biria sinks to the 

ground, beggi:J.g to die, SOJ:le hOUTS later, she avrakens, and 1-1a1ks out of 

the forest, wiping her eyes, A band of ~>oung pe01)le h~ Halkin~ up the road, 

Cablria is in the midst of them, still 

wiping here eyes I still hurt.. One boy begins to dance around her. 
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Cabirla hesitates, then looks up and smiles, That is the encl of the film. 

Cabiria I S smile is the triumphant no-le upon Hhich the film ends. 

'rhe smile informs us that Co, biria has survived this episode, and that she 

Hill continue, Cabiria may go on to be tr:lken advantage of by another, but 

the point to be made is that she Hill go on, This is at the heart of the 

film: it does not focus on her specific adventures, but the spirit in 

Hhich Cab:i.ria undertakes these adventures, Cabiria's strength lies in her 

abilit.y to interact Hith others in an honest and trusting Nay. She does not 

depenclcy~ upon a specific outcome of those interactions,l The Hillingness 

of Ca-biria is Hhat puts her into the ethical sphere: an act is important as 

an end itself because through the aciivity, Cabiria is shoHing herself. 

Thus, Cabiria is ethical Nhether she is jilted or not. In tbis Hay, I am 

tryj __ ~1g to sho", the ethi.cal sphere not as dogmatism, but as a general va.luc 

that could unclerlie any task, 

Therefore, the rejection of ends is possible because an ethics,l 

action is done .. lith an understanding of its intrinsic goodness. An ideal 

fosters an ethical act ",hich provides it Hith this goodnessj an fdeal can 

not derive its Horth from something immediate because an ideal may endure 

through time Nh:Ue particular experiences never do (unless they are 'idealized f 

by the subject). 2 Thus, ",hat is of an ideal nature can not be transfornled 

to the level of immediacy and retain its ideal natu.re. An ethical act Hhich 

I, This is not to say that it isn't nice if something good happens -- but, 
it is to say that Cabiria doesn't have a pragmatic motive, 

2. It is interesting to recall that "Kant stated as a moral law that man 
is never to be used as a mere means, but, is ahra~s to l:B perceived and 
treated as an end in himself." (Simmel, 1971:122; Note Simmel's usage of 
"mere means" which implies a certain incompleteness in the treatment of an 
other rather than giving a person his full due (or all his possibility). 
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remains ethical must then be motivated by an ideal, An ethical person, 

like Cabiria, shows a unity \-lith the 1forld in this Hay: her sense of self 

is such that she realizes that the self is bound to anything she does, Any 

acti vi ty, then, can be an OC;C2.raon for sho"l-Ting h01f one is 1fi th one's 

self. If she treats an other as a means, then, she herself is reduced to a 

means, because that (the reduction to means) is a feasible course of action 

to herself. Hhat is only first possible for the self is capable of being 

1 transformed into an activity aj.mec1 at an other. 

In t.his chapter I have stressed both the sameness and difference of 

social and ethical conduct, The socia.l provides the insight through Hhich 

huma!1s realize the necessity of labour Hhich is expressive of humanity, 

'1'hi8 ihsight does not become real until it is ethical -- that is, untn it 

is actualized by a commitment on the part of a labourer, and becomes 

practice. lm ethical act j.s done for the sake of its mm value and not for 

any external enrls, NOH, in the next, and concluding, chapter, I 1'Till 

examine some specific concepts of valuy , and ethical problems Hithin 

I, George Herbert l'lead (perhaps) ShOHS the reflexi vi ty of behavior YThen 
he speaks of the self -being able to "take the role of the other." Because 
the self beF.'~ins acti vi ty, it is only pOGsi ble to act tOHards an olher as 
one would first act tOF.:1rd's one's self. 



CHAP:r~R TEREE 

THE ETHICl1r, P:q0BV"G;CI P; S0CIOLCGY 

In the preceding chapter, a hU!nan's social existence Has formulated 

as an ethical duty. Social existence arises in erotic life, while sensuous 

life vias developed as the predecessor of erotic life. In sensuous life, 

labour consists of the reproduction of nature; Hhereas, in erotic life, it 

(labour) is tranformation"ol. 

NOH t in this chapter; I \'rant to go on to analyze the ethical problem 

in sociology: this problem becomes evident in the idea of a value-free 

sociology. I Hill analyze it here because this l)roblem is an intrinsic part of 

this paper: if I B.n contending that the social person is also an ethical 

person, thsn it stands to reason that I am not advocating a value-free 

position; in fact, just. the opposite. Therefore, in the folloHing section, 

value Hill be developed as the generating feature of forms of life. I 

Hill then go on to explain other usages of the concept of value, both in 

social theory and modern life. 
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I. Notes on Value 

In this section, the concept of value will be formulated relative 

to its usage in the previous chapter, On Sensuous and ~rot:ic Forms of Life, 

Any form of life is fostered by a COnCel)t of value. In that earlier 

section, On Forms of Life, the mul tiplici ty of various forms of life vTas 

stressed, This is to say that human beings employ innumerable usages 

throughout the process of their lives (i, e" a person could be bureaucratic 

in one instance Hhile being an ecologist the next). The adaptation of a 

form 0-<' life is a matter of an election on the part of an actor (forms of 

life do not come to one from Hithout). A form of life is fostered by a 

concept of value in the sense that value makes the choice betvreen different 

forlllS of life possible. Value enables humans to decide upon the:tr courses 

of actio!}, 

For instance, take the sensuous and-erotic forms of life, In 

sensuous life, men gage their activities by their notion of nature. Nature 

is the value to vThich humans are ascribing Hhich enables them to live out 

their sensuous lives, In erotic life, however, people live accoraing to 

the idea of transforming nature. Value is present to them in the notion 

they have of their activity. This is all fine and dandy; hOHever, the 

reason for presenting the sensuous and erotic forms of life Has to shoH 

hOH the latter (erotic) is a more theoretical form of life than the former 

(the sensuous), Thus, erotic persons might be aHare of the vray they impute 

value to their acti vi ties, Hhereas a sensuous person might not be. \1hen 

asked what ruled his life, or made it Hhat it Has, the sensuous person 

\fould conceivably imply, "Nature," (i,e. An-example, like this, Has given 

in the Nostalgia section. If a person \-Tere asked the reason for being 

nostalgic, the response Hould be, "the time"). By this, he would show hOH 

he Has failing to see how he, as a theoretical being, Has placing nature 
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first (imputing value to it). Instead, he rlOuld be ci Ung nature as a 

cause of his activity, thereby taking the responsibility for his 

particular I·ray of life from himself. 

The recognition of value is therefore necessary before any activity 

can be undertaken; moreover, it is only through the recognition of value 

that humans can differentiate one activity from the next. Sensuous persons 

live sensuously and not erotically because they value nature, rather 

than thinkinc; of it (nature) as relative to their labour. Therefore, value 

refers to the basic reason by which actors gage their activities: this 

reason is their rationality for acting. Value is not motivation, but it 

can be thought of as what motivates. This is not a behaviorist assumption 

because no values exist until people think them to be so. Therefore, the 

recognition of value is a kind of reflexive process, 
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II. Hax Heber and Value _as Imposs~ ble Denial 

Among theorists, l'lax Heber \'lrote most extensively on the problem of 

value-free sociology. I consulted his Nritings on the subject because 

they provided a Health of information relative to the ethical problem in 

sociology. Although Heber is usually thought of as maintaining a value

free position, he could not have denied value and said something following 

that denial. If Heber's value-free position is accepted as unproblematic, 

then he can be formulated as a nihilist, one who says nothing. That i'IOuld 

be the equivalent of saying that Weber, as a theorist, had done nothing 

whereas the corpus he has left behind certainly speaks to the contrary. 

vIhal I am saying, then, is given the definition of value in the previous 

sect:1.on (value beinG what is necessarily prior to any activity), He'ber, 

in that he acted (or theoriz ed) could certainly not ha.ve done so and 

denied value. Hithout a concept of value Hhich first guides a person in 

his selection of Hhat he vdshes to speak about, there is nothing to speak 

about, HOH else could the human act of choice be possible? Furthermore, 

something enabled. Heber to tackle the problem of ethlcal neutrall ty I ana. 

not some other problem, By this I mean that I understand Heber as a 

discriminating theorisl: thus, he had to have some notion Hhich enabled 

him to author "The Neaning of Ethical Neutrality", and not, "The Ivieaning 

of Garbage," YJeber can be understood. as placing all value on a value

less stance Hhich is not to say that he is Hithout value. In so far as 

in his methodological Hritings, he Has trying to make a point, I Hould contend' 

that 'Heber can not be heard. as value-less, 

To better illustrate the point that I am altempting to make, let us 

take J for an exarflple, the idea of teaching that Heber offers in "Science 

as a Vocation," 

f-
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If we are competent in our pursuit, we can force the 
individual to give himself an account of the ultimate 
meaning of his conduct. 
(19/+6: lL1-2) 

Heber's notion of teaching would be impossible without some 

qualifying notion (value) which gave \~eber a sense of the definition and 

function of a teacher. The relationship of teacher and student is not 

equal because the teacher and student do not interact Hith the same 

purposes. The student is there to learn, and the teacher is there to let 

the student learn (Heidegger, 1968:15). By this, I do not mean to concretize 

"teacher" and "student" into roles: the teacher can be thought of as a 

student, in the same l'1ay that a student can also teach, 

To return to Heber, and this specific example: in the above quote, 

he has set up the difference of the relationship behleen teacher and student, 

The teacher is the one Hho gets the student to take account of his OVIn 

. conduct. The teacher is, in one way, beyond the student, in the spirit 

of why this should be done, i,e, why learning is important, Hithout a sense 

of vallIe (that is, Hithout the idea of Hhy "taking ctccourlt of conduct" 

is beneficial) the teacher could not impress the student .. lith the need for 

doing this: he could not make it real. The teacher's task is to communicate 

to the student the necessity of knowing himself, for Nhat it is worth, and 

the teacher must instill in the student the desire to undertake such an 

acti vi ty, Therefore, for Hha t has been dor.e vli th this exar:lple, He can see 

that Ueher bad certai~'l priori ties Hhich molded the nature of his. task. These 

priorities, eS:;Jecially in the definitions of' teacher and student, display 

the underlying values Hhich fostered his work, 1:lhen \'leber's Hork is analyzed 

in this Hay, it is impossible to hear him as value-free, 
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III. A Socratic Pa:cadir;m_of Value 

Value is a Hay in Hhich ac·tors make sense of an activity by 

referring it (the activity) to some notion of its good (or purpose), The 

sense that the actor has of value, then, makes his activity intelligible. 

How is this? Let us take a capitalist and use hi:n in a:'l example as an 

ideal ty-pe, The capitalist is usually portrayed as orienting to profit 

in his life, The capitalist hOHever does not really orient to profit, but 

to the good Hhich he equates Hith profit. This is to say that the capitalist 

is gaging his life by his values. This becomes clearer in the Socratic 

dialogue the Neno Hherein Socrates and Heno are talking. 

Socrates: And do you believe that those Hho suppose 
that evil things bring advantage understand 
that they are evil? 

Nena: No, that I can '-t really believe. 

Socrates: IS11 I t it clear then tbE,t this class, Hha don I t 
recognize evils for "Iha t they are, don't desire evil, 
but vrhat they think is good., though, in fact, :i.t 
is evil; those who through ignorance mistake bad 
things for good obv'iously desire the good. 

The capitalist, in the afore-mentioned example equates profit to 

the good it brings him, In this Hay, he thinks that the good of the thing 

is the thing: he objectifies the good, instead of realizing that it is 

his concept of value by which he is making the thi.ng good, By thinking 

as he does, that the good is the thing, this person has detached himself 

from the part he plays in authoring the 1'lOrld: he does not see how he is 

making things (situations) the Nay they are. Instead he thinks that they 

corne to him from without (i.e. profit brings good). 

r- -
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Any activity 1s begun vrith a sense of its value, the idea that 

the actor has of its good_. If a person did not have a sense of the worth 

of an acti vi ty Hhich he '1as about to undertake, why 'lOuld he bother doing 

it, Therefore, the question I ara asking is what is the mot1vation for 

acti vi ty if it is not some idea. that the actor has of the acti vi ty 1 S worth? 

NOH, this point will be carried sUll further: the notions that people 

engage of the value of the1r activities can be heard as reflective of a 

primary sense of good. The desire through "Thich 11eople show their concern 

for the good is an ethical desire: the Hhole idea of ethics is grounded 

in the notion that humans seek the good, (Aristotle, 1953:25) 

~ -
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IV. Durkheim and Moralitl 

In this section I Hant to show hmr Durkheim' s notion of morality 

differs from the Socratic version. Durkheim 1'fDuld not agree I·d th a definition 

of the ethical as a kind of general disposition of the actor to which his 

actions are relative. According to Durkheim, morality was regulatory, 

composed of a system of rules and founded in notions of authority and the 

spirit of discipline. (Durkheim, 1961: pp. 24-35). Durkheim applied this 

system in his formulation of a t,ypical actor, the transient, 

Transients. , • are a,hrays suspect, They disdain all 
customary behavior, they resist limitations, , ,they 
feel some compulsion to remain free. (Durkheim, 1961:22) 

Because morality is so binding for Durkheim, the point T wish to 

make is that, as 8. theorist, he is unable to display the transient's ethical 

desire (or the good. of the transient's life). To show the good of the 

transient's life 1'rould be to ShOH the rationale of the transient that 

grounds his particular style of life, For Durkheim, the transient is 

"morally incomplete", but my point is that we needn't think of him in 

this fashion, The goad. of the transient's life is reflected in his idea 

of freedom, Freeclom for the transient is manifest in his desire not to stay 

in any place for too long a time, Thus, if the transient Here immobilized, 

he might, conceivably, lose' his freedom. Perhaps freedom for the transient 

is a matter of having a sound body, one capable of movement, His dependence 

on these physical conditions for his freedom (having a sound body) can be 

shown to be his unfreedom because the transient's freedom is contingent. 

This is an example of theorizing Nhich deepens according to the 

Socratic paradiGm. Thl'ough such an analysis, the transient is clescri bed, 

~----
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not jude;ed, Because his behaviors are thought to stem from a rational 

principle, the transient is understandable as a character, 

Again, I want to shoN how vli th Durkheim, morality is binding 

because it 1s something like the Ten Commandments, 

Morality is basically a constant thing ... A moral act 
ought to be the sa.me tomorrow as today, 
(Durkheim, 1961:27) 

When morality, as defined above, is thought to consist of concrete 

practical directives Hhich state what a person ought to do, the ethic 

becomes .loca ta ble in some defini te behavior, For instance, one ought ahJaYs 

not to cOTflmi t suicide, If we subscribe to this, then He can decide Hho is a 

good person, and who is evil according to whether the person in question has 

commi tted suicid.e. or not, The ethic, then, is thought to be contained in 

the concrete (act) of committing or not com..'Tlitting suicide. Such a situation 

seems to leave the actor without motive, f1ora.li ty becomes empirical in 

na.ture because a good act can be differentiated from a bad act on ground.s of 

the particular act itself. Hmfever, if He go by the formulation of value as 

a kind . of general disPQsition of the ac.tor by J>rhich he. hegins anyacti vitY-1 

1'1e can imagine an ethical person Hho does not folloH some definite rules 

that "prescribe behavior," (Durkheim, 1961:23), For example, the person 

Hho commits suicide may be doing it in order to prevent the taking of many 

more lives. These actions are relative to the prior disposition of an ethical 

commitment (i.e. to prevent needless suffering). 

An example of something like this prior disposition of the actor 

is presented by Kierkegaard in The Feqr and Trcmbllng, He tells the story of 

Abraham and his son Isaac. Abraham Nas ordererl by God to kill his son, a.nd. 

offer him to God as sacrifice, Kierkegaard offers many different readings 

of this predicament: Abraham can kill Isaac and be considered a madman, or 

~--=-
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else he can disobey God and be revered as a loving father. On the other 

hand, Abraham could portray. himself as a madman to Isa.ac, making Isaac think 

that his murder is a purely arbitrary act on the part of his father; hence 

Isaac 0 s faith in God Hould not be shaken (i. e., Isaac could easily think 

God unreasonable for demanding his death, and consequently, no lone;er 

consider him a god), Kierkegaard is trying to make one point beyond all 

this seemine; relativity, and that is that although Abraham's actions may 

a.:ppear purely rela ti ve and arbitrary, they are not, Hhether A braham kills 

Isaac or not f the action is finally contingent u-:)on God. God is the prior 

absolute value to vrhich Al)raham's actions are relative. I have told this 

story here in orde::::- to shoH hm; morality can be understood. in ,·rays other 

than co;m:D.ndr.,ents Hhich regulate behavior, (D1.D~kheim model). An actor could 

be 3.cting diff8~ently in si t 113.t.:icns, so th8.t his actions HOll.ln al)pear 

arbitrary, but they could conceivably be grounded in an absolute prior value 

to which he (the actor) Has corrndtted despite the differences of his a.ctions, 
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V, Exchange Value and Hodern Usage 

First, I Hish to run through the accou:'lts in the previous sections 

of this chapter: Value has been analyzed -- generally -- as a disposition 

through which the actor gages activi t.y • Value generates forms of life --

Hhat people subscribe to as important VIill, in a certain sense, be what 

they are styling their lives after. According to a Socratic paradigm, 

shm,d.ne; value (,.[hat people think of as the good. of their activity) is a 

I Hay to display the rationale of an actor. It is also a portrayal of 

actors as ethical agents because they aTf~ shmrn to be desiring some good in 

their lives. Using some passages from Horal F.ducation I shO\wd. hmr Durkheim 

"fixed" morality into concrete recommendation, The setbacks of this method 

vlere then considered: any glimmer of relati vi ty in certain acti vi ties might 

be consiclered if.1.mOY<-l.l, By using an cXCl.;;]ple from Ki '?TT.:pz;aard 's Fe~.:r R."ld 

Trembling, I Hanted to shm-[ how this needn't be the C2.se. 

NOH, in this section, I Hant to concentrate on Narx's notion of 

exchange value, in order to ShOH hOH, in the modern usage of "subscribing 

to values", a similar concept of value is entaged. Although in Capital, 

Harx differentiated betHeen use value and exchange value, I am mainly concerned 

"lith the analysis of exchange value as a kind of distortion of value. In 

this section I will first present Narx's thoughts on the subject in order 

to get the sense of exchange value. Following that, some examples of the modern 

practice of "subscribing to values", will be shmm to work similarly to 

concepts of exchange value. 

1.This analysis of value is open to the possibilities that the rationale may 
be a rationalization, that the value may be an ideology, and that the form 
of life may "generate!! the value. Hovrever, I think that the (general) 
nature of the discussion here precludes these possibilities in so far as the 
display of them ;.[ould be included in specific Itforms of life". 

• !~= 
~ 

f -
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In Capital, t'larx demonstrated the concept of value is tied to the 

commodity. Value is Hhat remains common to every cQmmodity after human 

labour j_s abstracted from it. (fv1arx, 1973:51). This characteristic of 

value -- that it is separate fro!!l the commodity, but, at the same time, a 

constant measure in relation to it, makf~s the exchange of one thin,~ for 

another possible. Thus, "The exchange values of a given commonity exchange 

something equal." (Ibid). In capitalistic society, value is a leveler: all 

things are reducerl to it. At the same tiJi1e that a commodity is something, 

it is nothing. By this seeming paradox, I mean that a commodity is, in 

capitalistic society, non-existent unless it has some value attached to • L 
lL. 

The value serves to inform people that the commodity is worth something. The 

commodity is apart from labour, its product; in a certain sense, then, if 

the product of labour has all value, labour (as an activity) has none. The 

poverty of capitalistic society lies in its practice of taking value from 

labour (the activity) and giving it to the comI'lodity (the product of labor). ~ -=-
-- , 

If value is abstracted from labouT,in the sense that there is no 

good to activity as an activity, then it (value) is wrenched from its human 

context. Value is not an intrinsic feature of a task, so that in capitalistic 

sodety, an activity (labour) is not an end itself. A capitalist Harks in 

order to receive value from a product. Therefore, work is a means. Whereas 

humans are still engaged in seeking a value or a good, they orient to it as 

if it comes to them from without. 

Because "exchange values exchange sO!llething equal" all labour seems 

equivalent to the capitalist. By this I mean that any kind of Hork, no 

matter' Hhat it is, can be thought of as mercenary: all workers seem to be 

working for the same thing -- the value that the product of their labour brings 

them. 
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Besides showing how value is abstract and after labor, Marx depicted 

the uninteresting character of the capitalist's work, 

The labour that forms the substance of value is 
homogeneous human labour, the expend.i ture of a 
uniform labour p011er, Each of these units is the 
same as any other: it has the character of the 
average labor pOl-fer of society that it requires for 
producing a commodity: No more time than is needed 
on the average, 
(Narx, 1974:46) 

The capitalist IS i-TOrTi: is uninteresting because, in order to 

procure value, all labour is amassed into a labour force and made part of 

an a verae;e, The avera.ge stands beyond the amassea. labour force, and takes 

the va.lue from labour, appropriating it (value) to itself (the average), 

The average makes meaningful Hork impossible because, as Harx 

says, "No more time is needed (for any task) than on the average," The 

quali ty of labour is decreased in order to procure value. By having to 

work this \~ay, a person can not hope to achieve anything more than the 

average through his work. For the capitalist, then, value is not a part 

of his labor j it is vrha t he is ~lOrking for. Thus, value is distinct from 

labour ¥~hereas vI@G"W i-ma-g-iB-e-st-her f:'OI'rr.-s of' lif-e, whe-re value is an 

integral feature of an a.ctivity, 
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To Recount: 

In capitalistic society, value is a kind of leveler to which all 

things become equivalent. The product of labour is more important than 

the process because the product procures value. The process is simply 

amalgamated into an "average" so that equivalent values (exchange values) 

will be accessible to it (labour). Because all labour needs only to be as 

good as the average, there is no sense, in capitalistic society, of one 

task being more important than the other. If all tasks are thought of as 

the-same and can be measured by standard exchange values, then work is 

uninterest.ing a.nd unexpressive for the capitalist. 

}Yow I in this section, I want to show how the modern practice of 

"subscribing to values ll employs a usage similar to that of exchange value. 

IISubscribing to values ll is the practice of comparing nature, 

phenomena, events, etc., to a pre-existent standard. The standard (or 

value) is distinct both from nature and the person who uses it; however the 

standard enables the speaker to secure nature. Nature is secured through 

eva-l-uaHEH1 i3ee-a-us-e- -an eva-ltlai-ion pre1:.trpposes know-l-ecTge of' --the nature of 

the thing being evaluated. A thing that is secured is a thing that is 

thought of as being "known ll
•
l 

Once a thing is knDlm (in the sense of 

evaluated) it can be dispensed \·ri tho The speaker (the person evaluating) 

can leave that particular phenomenon and go on to evaluate another. The 

practice of "subscribing to values" resembles an exchange in this way: by 

referring any number of things to the pre-existent standard a person can 

1. liTo evaluate is to make reference to standard and community by arguinG 
for a necessa.ry- connection be t~'Teen object a1:d decision of evaluation i the 
necessac:-y connection nakes reference to one of positivism's natural laHs." 
(HcHugb et al., 1974: 77) 

~--- ~; 
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leave one thing behind and take up, just as easily, with another, Horeover, 

. through use of the standard, different phenomena can be compared Hi th each 

other, 'vJhat makes for this exchange of phenomena, I think, is a situation 

similar to exchange among capitalists: that is, the actual distance of 

the standard, (value) from both the phenomenon and the speaker, It is an 

idea of the essent which is removed and separate from the thing in Hhich 

it appears. Value is essential to the capi ta.list. By their very natures, 

value, the evaluating subject, and the (evaluated) phenomenon are distinct, 

This dist,inction is co.rried a step further so that they (the three) are 

absolut.ely separated; they (value and the phenomenon) are made into "things" 

and people relate to them as products. The procluct.s are there simply for 

the takinG; the conSUr.1er (the evaluating subject) does the takinG' Labour 

is the act of applying a st.a,ndard to a thing; choice is based upon the 

most beneficial cOT'lbination of value and product, This is not a very vital 

.my of life because all it assumes is a hUr.lc1.n adaptation of things to some 

pre-existing values. All humans have to do is match up the values to the 

things; it is rather mechanistic, This schema shoulg beQQme cle_ar'er in the 

follo~'T:!.ng example: 

A humanist adopts certain "humanistic" values Hhich are somehoH 

available to him; therefore, anything "inhuman" is not thought of too highly 

(by the humanist). A functionalist is "off the Hall" (according to the 

humanist) because the functionalist stresses systems first, people second, 

Once the humanist learns Hhat functionalists usually do, the huma,nist is 

(more or less) finished Hith t.hem. A functionalist., Hho the humanist had 

not yet encountered, could, nonetheless, be dismissed by the humanist because 

the hurnanist reasons that he knows Hha t functionalists do (i. e. garbage), 1 

1. Take me for an example. For reasons like this I never bothered (or 
felt the urge) to read Talcott Parsons, 
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Values are, in this sense, very accessible: they are available to 

anyone Hho Hishes to use them; they come from a source other than the 

person, It is.not as if a person, living this Hay, has anything to think 

out for himself, The standards, 'tihieh come from 11i thout, tell one hOYT and 

1 
Hha·t to thinlq they are recom.mendations for a method, This involves a 

certain surrender of the person's authority,2 A person Hho adopts a system 

of values, in this fashion, gives himself over to them, and is moulded by 

them accordingly,3 

1, _ It 1.S al:flost as if He knoH beforehand Hhat the SDS Hill say about 
Banfield, or how certain feminists will react to Nietzsche, 

2. By authority, I mean a p'?yson' s responsi bili ty as a. speaking and 
thinking being, 

3. Strangely enough, this modern usC),ge resonates back to the Durkheimian 
society of social facts and CllYrents o.epciteo. earlier. 

t-
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'l'o Hecount: 

One modern usage of value has been shOlm to he similar to value in 

capitalistic society. Values are standards Hhich people use to judge the 

worth of particular phenOl1'.enon. It is through value that.pr.r:;l1c:ncna can be 
'.~ 

compared and exchanged. This is the case in modern usage and capitalistic 

society because value is essentially abstract in character: it is separate 

fror.J. activity rather than beine; an integral part of H. In the modern 

practice of "subscribing to values", actors adopt a system of pre-existent 

values i'lhich seem to make their decisions for then. Values speak for 

people (in the Hay that accusations of "rhetoric" ana "slogans" uSllCllly 

refer to). But! if values are s-pcakin,C; for 'People then it follmrs that the 
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VI. On Facts and Value Judgments 

This section is an indexical analysis of facts and value jUdgments. 

By this I mean that I vTill be analyzing them as types of speeches (grammatical 
; 

constructions) which are invoked in particular contexts. I vJish to 

examine those contexts. Although I refer to Hax Heber's \'rritings on the 
'r--

subject in this section, I deviate from his discussion. I do not purport 

to be gl ving an a,ccura te account of vIe ber I s thoughts. Hany think Heber's 

argument is rooted in a particular political context, the situation of 

the German university at the time. I do not think the problem of facts and 

value judgments is confined to that one context: the debate conjures up 

other, broader issues. In this secti on I ,rill he both d.escri bing facts 

and value judgllents, 8,;'ld formul:'1 tine; some implications of the argument. 

Although I am using sorle of Heber's Horks (among others), I vrish to be 

heard i ncleIlenden tly of them. 
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VII. Facts: '1'h8 Definite Character of Their Usage I 

The Hord, fact, is cleri ved from the past participle of the Latin 

verb,facere, to make or do. (Hebster: 1970:501). A fact 1s rooted in a 

mode of finality. It (a fact) 1s understood as someth1ng that has been 

done or accompllshed in the Horld; a fact is something that is supposed to 

be evident and complete. It is in a certain sense without history because 

when a fact is cited, it is done so 1n the mode of finality: He are told 

2 a. fact Hi thout having to knm-r ho,,[ it came to be so, This 1s to say that 

the existence of a fact is uS1Jally unproblemat1c because the fact, for all 

practical purposes, refers to something that 1s definitely knmm. The 

fact ls grounded at a physical level, in appeara~ce; someth7_ng can be 

d . t d" f t 1 " • t' ,,3 , eSlgn2 .. e a _ac J6ca '_lse l lS. 

The pervading "isness li of the facts can be heard 1n the folloHing 

quote, from Hax Heber: 

lrreber's usabe -ef' t,he f-a~ts-, here I 

facts exist, no matter Hhat people happen 

facts) can not be Tdished or argued aHay. 

1. Facts are gc:-B..!1l1atica,1 constructions: they are depicted as a kind of 
lar.guage "lhich accounts: f:JY ~1~t'c.:..Y$, phenomena, an.d events in the Horld. This 
usage is developed more precisely later. 
2, I am not speakir.:",; of a physical genesis, the evolution of hml the 
particular phenomenon that the fact cites came to be, but how the idea of 
the fact as fact i·ras generated. 
3. Witt~enstein noted this, Yihich may be addressed to the problem of the 
"isness" of the facts: 
"From :its see!Tlip~ to me -- or to everyone -- to be so, it doesn't foIl ON 
-'-hat l··t l' C" "'0" (1060. 2(' ~ Ra'~hp~' -t'no, t1 ~a"~ '1,r -'-:-o,-t +11"" -"'ac·ts a~"" -'-1-:=>.1 '_, L-L -';::). "-'. \_/ "# ___ .. /_ -1.C l" -'..l-. J ... ,-,c.,J--~'t.} ....... 1 v ~ J.. ....1.,.." l....l._~.:.l' 

>Tculd. pre:i>-~r to sa.y -th?t the facts del:ote ,,:ho, t seems to be so t,o everyone. 

r--
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folloNS then, that, if it is a fact, it must be acImowledged, From the 

marmer of their usage, then, facts are thought to form a reality independent 

of humans: they exist prior to people: it is up to people to unearth and 

recogni?e the facts,l 

The definite character of the facts soems to account for the 

particular coercion implicit to the use of the facts as a grammar, How 

are the facts coercive? In OUI' everyday lives, Ne are often called upon 

to recognize the facts "for \-That they are", Although a. person ma.y be fr,ee 

to argue the truth value of a partic'..J.lar fact I the idea of the facts as 

"facts" is not cha.llenged. Therefore, a person is compelled to spea!{ (use 

the [!;ramma.r of) the facts in a certain Fay Hhich is prescribed by the 

definition of the fact, Because the fact notes a (18fini to event, facts 

are used. in a context of certainty, Therefore, facts make reference to 

the conception that there are certain things Hhich are undeniable, Once 

something h2.s been designated a fact , it is not to be doub-ted: a fact is 

t f 
. . 2 exemp rom In<lulry, In a form of life ~'rhich values the facts, the facts 

are a standa.rd in conversation Hhich have to be maintained, (Think of the 

fr1.~stration of trying to arGue a point Hi th someone 1-1ho insists, "This 1s 

a facti you can't deny it,"), 

A fact is a speech th.'3.t has no ::Luthor; hOI-T8ver, this is reflective 

merely of its usage. There Houlrl he no facts without a selection on the 

1, later on in this chapter I will ShOH haN this is not necessarily the case, 
2, Facts may be thought of as the results of inc;,uiry, but that is a 
particular type of in<luiry -- inquiry Hhich is after the facts, By making 
reference to inquiry here I mean it as a reflection that is outside the 
facts, Such an in<luiry might consider the question, "HoF is it that the facts 
are conclusive?" For an Axample of this see Tn ttgenstein, On Certainty . .. --------' 

r--
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1 part of a man in his acknoHledging, pointing to, and use of the facts, 

Therefore, the use of the facts is not merely a matter of humans 

recognizing the facts: because they (the facts) are speeches, they are 

authored by men, The recognition of the facts is really a selection, In 

this Hay, the facts are· 8, kind of tHo--fold phenomenon: ¥Then using the 

facts, h1.J.mans ~2 the takinr; notice of Hbat they have noticed, Through 

the facts, humans take notice of phenomenon, nature, events in the Horld. 

Facts, then, are the notings of mdurevs accomplishment'S. Because they 

are the notings of nature's accompli.shments, the fac·ts exisi~ contingently; 

they are dependent upon a speaker, the person 1-1ho chooses to thir.k, "These 

are the facts" of a particular phenomenon at a given moment. This is the 

irony of the facts, For, 1;lhile the facts are usually cited as determinants 

of the "objective reality" of the v;orld, hy recal!ing that they are 

graml".a ti.c8,1 cOYlstructiol:s Hhich are authored by ~cople, they have been 

shm/TI to be whD,t some would consider "subjective" in nature. The facts 

d.epend upon the decision of the actor rIho voices them for thejr existenc.e,. 

They are a matter ofhi9 judgrflent anel saicl_ under his domain, 2 

1, i'Teber makes note of this point \-1hen he discusses hOH the social 
sciences get. their subject matter: 

"But the pro1)lems of the social sciences are selected by va1ue
relevance of the phenomena trea,ted ,., It should only be recalled 
that the expression "relevanc9 to values" refers simply to the 
philosophlcal interpretation of tha,t specifically scientific 'Interest" 
¥Thich deterJlllnes the selection of a given subject matter-and the problems 
of a.n empirical analysis," (19i+9:pp. 21-22) 'Thus, sociology's subject 

matter (the facts) is a selection on the part of those who have scientific 
interests, 
2, This argument is not meant to reduce the facts to solipsistic speeches, 
i.e, the private Rpeeches of private individuals, ¥Thich arE' unintelligible 
to others, Quite to the contrary, because they l;ave a certa.Ln usage, all 
members conceivably agree upon this usage of the facts, Schutz defined 
this practice of agreement as Intersucjectivity, 

"Yet, t.he Horld of my daily life is by no means my private world, 
but is from the outside an intersubjective one, shared with my fellOH
men, experiencecl cmd interpreted by others; in brief I it is a world 
common to all of us," (1971:312) 

(- -

l _ , 
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The point vIas made earlier that the facts are grammatical 

constructions, and therefore, human speeches. The facts are not 

equivalent to nature, Although an animal lives in nature, it can not 

knoH the facts, Hmrever, the fine difference behreen nature and the 

facts may be ·blurred because the authorshi}) of the facts is glossed over, 

By this I mean that f,wts are usually considered cletermir..ant of an 

objective reality more than they are thought to be 8. particular kind 

of speech. Thus, the facts may become synonomous Nith nature in their 

Uf."Xl.ge, For inst.ance, the work of the natura1ist, Henry David Thoreau is 

descril1erl in this Nay: 

Usually he carried a notebook and a little "spy_ 
r;1ass", his purpose beinG: as he said, lito see Hha.t 
I have caught in my traps Hhich I set for facts," 
(Bode, 1967:12) 

In the aforementionecl example, Thoreau does not dlfferentia.te 

l)eb-leen Hhs.t he "sets his traps for t" nature or the facts. The facts a.re 

representa.tive of the happenings -that he will spot vii thin the context of 

nature; the fa.cts, then, seem to be a Hay in Hhich humans capture nature, 

f -
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VIII. The Facts and Sensuousness 

Facts may underlie a sensuous form of life. HaN is this? First 

of all, the facts are useful to a sensuous course of action, such as 

nostalgia. If nostalgia is defined as the re-crea'tim of the past, then 

the facts are an aid to the technical work of ro-crea tin:; the past, The 

facts preserve the fea,tures of life in the past; they (the facts) are the 

records of any hapl'lening. For instance, in the current Nave of nostalgic 

films, there is a·concern for accuracy on the part of the fi1rnakers, In 

American Gra.ffi ti, the soimdtrack Has "authentic": the real songs of real 

rock n' roll artists ,,[ere used, The facts of that time, were Hha t the 

researchers needed in order to knmr all the songs that Here popular then, 

Having the ·"real thing" is an important part of a nostalgic film; in 

this Kay, there is a guarantee that the setting Hill remind. people of the 

past, rfhe "real things" are available to people through tl:e facts Hhich. 

only need to be researched., 

Horeover, in sensuous life, nature is emphasized as a kind of 

perfect resource. The facts, on the other hand, are used by people to 

capture nature, A sensuous person 1-10uld think it a fact that nature is, 

At the same time that he values nature, then, ·he is givinr; credence to the 

trutl: value of the facts. The hm (nature .qnd ~he facts) seem almost to 

go to;;ether hand-in-hanc1, Facts are, like nature, + • Certaln, Through a fact, 

the evident is st~ated; the facts preserve nature in a kind of traii tion 

for those who seek recourse to natu:::-e, 

In sensuous life, nature is perfect because it provides for itself, 

its wonders can not be matched by men, etc, Because of their similarity 

to nature, fa-ets a~ce like perfect speeches; anything that isn't a fact might, 
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in certain circles, be frmmed UpO;l or considered unimportant, For 

inst8.nce, this is a pervading theme in some sociological literature j this 

sentiment is expressed in some of Heber's methodological writings: the 

facts are essential to science in a Hay that value judgments are not,l 

Heber says that although the choice betr,een God and the Devil should be 

made (a value judgment), it should not be done in the lecture hall, (~'!eber, 

1949:18), The lecture hall is the place for serious learning, i,e" for 

1, Value judgments i-rill be developed more rigoro1..~sly later on; hOHever I 
am using !,'Jeber's clefini tion of a value jud.gment as "a practical evalua.tion 
of the unsatisfactory or satisfactory cha.racter of phenomena to our 
influence," (191~:1) 

r-
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IX. The Ambiguity of Value-Free Science 

In this section, I want to develop a form of life which may be 

peculiar .to science, but does not speak for the discipline of science in 

genera.I, This "type of science" refers to a positivism which underlies 

some scientific pursuits in so far as "the facts" are a language essential 

to science. By this I mean that if the facts are being used -- true to 

their use --, then they must also be effecting the situations in vrhich they 

are used. Since facts are a kind of language Hhich presupposes certainty, 

they shape positivistic courses of action. Thus, a form of life based 

upnn a principle of certainty, may be so because it makes the facts its 

mm special language. 

Alt.hough I I-rill be referring to some of Heber' s ~'ITi tings because 

he does express some positivistic principles, my comment.s are not meant 

to be representat.ive of l<iax ileber, Throughout the course of his career, 

Heber employed innumerable concepts \'Thich aided his formulation of science, 

Although the ones I wish to analJ~e may have helped him to define science, 

fol1m-rs, I am investigating a min1scule part of the pu:rsui t called science. 

In the essay, "Science as a Vocation", Heber describes a non-

evaluating science: 

Science does not give an answer to the only question 
1mportant for us, Hha t shall He do, and hmr shc'1.11 He 
11ve? 
(191-1-9: IJ-I-3) 

Science, in the sense that it is non-evaluat1ng, is unreflexive: if 

no evalua t.ion occurs wi thin science, the strict study of. the facts, then a 

person engaged in science has no sense of what he was doing in a political 
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way. By this I mean that this person would have knOi'T1edge of the particular 

task in Hhich he Has engaged, but he would be unable to see the implications 

of that task in the over-all context of his life. It is not an intrinsic 

feature of science that the good or evil of the practice is considered 

1'1ithin the course of action called science. Although one could. argue 

that a person does reflect Hhen he makes value jud.gments, I would contend 

tha t the practice of evaluating is "unscientific" by some standards, and 

therefore, not a part of science. Thus, if a private individual Here 

reflexive in his scientific pursuits, it vTOuld be his decision to be so, 

and not necessarily something vlhose importance ''las communicated to him in 

the laboratory. 

The problem of value-free science has its origin in a. deeper issue, 

the separation of science from politics, Tr.e separation of science and 

politics divides the profeGsional being frol'l the personal being, and they 

are supposedly the same person! rt is not unlike a bureaucratic practice,l 

In a society .. There specialization is valued in this Hay, a person involved 

:1-l'l both ptH'SU-itB (sBiencB a11ft p(7~Hkie3) ±5- thought to lead two different 

lives. This is absurd because it discounts self as the locus point of every 

activtty,'the self that is common to every activity. Instead, humans have 

different selves Hhich are defined by their different activities, 

Ueber, however, informs us that this separation of science from 

politics Has not ahrays the case: 

And this (roughly, the pra.ctice of science) in turn 
seemed to open the vray for knowing and for teaching 
how to act rightly in life, anet above all, haH to act 
as a. citizen of the state; for this question Has 
everything to the Hellenic man }-,hcso thblIdng i'JaS 
political throughout. 
(19L~6: 141) 

1. \orebe:;:, noted: II. , ,In general bureaucracy segregates official acti vi ty 
as something distinct from the sphere of private life," (191.~6:197) 

r--
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Science Has not something the Creek did outside and dlstinct from 

the rest of his. JJ.fe; it Has through science that one learned hOH to live 

Hell. The corpus of scientific knoHledge was then prot-ably very different 

from -{That it appears to be today, Science, most likely, Has not just 

1 
linlited to ·the language of the facts, It seems a characteristic of the 

i'acts that a Imowledge based on them (the facts) alone Hould refer to a 

reality apart from men, objective reality, Kn01fledge based on the facts 

alone could not touch the core of a person~s life unless he paused hjmself 

t fl ~ 't (k 1 d ) d h' t t"+' t h" J"T 2 .0 re ec L. upon 1 . nON e .ge an some ow 1n egra e 1 v 1n 0 1S _J __ e. 

Science, in the Greek sense, Hould harbour evaluating questions 

rather them put them off: analyzb_g the good or evil of practices auspiced 

under science lwulrl be an intrinsic feature of sc:tence itself, the dut.y 

of an inrlividLla.l. 

Heber makes t.his st.atement. (of t.he difference of science for the 

Greeks) in the context of a hist.orical argument, to ShOH how science had 

changed through the ages, Science is'relative to its use: it (science) is 

Hhat people make of it. If science is relative to its use, then there is 

no one meaning of science that i", maintained despite its different uses, I 

don't mean that all scientific study should look the,same throughout the 

ages, but I do JTlean that science should_ have a common purpose 1{hich Hould 

endure through time, and ..,hich Hould be a part of every scientific 

knOl'Tledge se~ms am1::>iguous to us today: moderns are constantly Harrying 

about hOH neH discoveries Hill be used. For instance, nuclear pOHer may be 

I, The Socratic dialogues and other Hritings of Plato are examples of 
ancient science: ()oth Simmel and Heber IT!r3.ke this point in different 
articles, It is interesting to note the shift in usage; today, the Hritings 
of Plato are considered philosophy, 
2. Science peculiarly divides the activity of knOlfing and reflecting 
Nhereas it is possible to think of them as similar pursuits, 

IE 
~ . --
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harmful or beneficial to 11fe, depending upon its use, Strangely enough, 

this o.ecision is out of the hanels of scientists an:3. in".:.o tbe ha.n-:.ls of 

political 1·P8.rJ ers. The split be-t;·men sc:tence and poli-tics is eviden-t in 

-this example: science, Hhich i::: value~free can not clecidej instead it gives 

its product to those Hho "subscribe to values" (the politicians), and lets 

them decide Nhat to do Nith it. 

The ambiguity of sc:!'entific knot/ledge also holds for certain 

sociological endeavors, Take, for example, the article, "The Positive 

Functions of Poverty" by Herbert J. Gans, In the abstract of this article, 

,Gans explains: 

fvIe:-ctonial1 fllnctiorla~l anal~Tsis ls appli.ed to exp18~in 
the persistence of poverty, B.nd fifteen functions 
Nhich poverty and the poor ]lerfo~crr. for the rest of 
American soc:'ety, particL~larly the affluent, 8.Te 

identified and rlescrib9cl, ~'clEctj.onaJ. alternatives 
are selected, but the most j.mportant alternatives are •. , 
dysfu:r!ctional. for the affluent since they require some 
xedistri but ion of income 8.nd power. (AJS, Vol. 78 1 2: 275) 

Gans describes some of the functions of poverty: 

_ Fir-,?t, the existence of poverty makes sure that 
"dirty _work" is done, •• 

Second, the poor suhsidize, clirectly and indirectly 
many activities tha.t benefit the affluent .. , 

Fourth, the poor buy goods Hhich others (10 not H8.nt 
and thus prolong their economic usefulness, such as 
clay old nread, fruits and vegetables vrhich Hould 
othenrise bee:"1. thrmm out I etc. 
(Gans, op, cit., pp. 278-79) 

This article is like nuclear energy because its original purpose 

1s so highly ambiguous, Hhen it is given to people as a product , it C3.n be 

used for any purpose, Its point (the purpose that organizes the article) 

is purely relative: it can be' read as a joke, as an indictment against the 

system, or as a rationalisation for the maintenance of poverty, Gans states 

t-
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that the analysis in the article is neutral, (Op , cit., 287), Thereupon, 

he denies that the article appears in any particular context, as if it were 

written with no intention on his part, 'Through this denial, then, the 

author does not assume responsibility for his Hork: responsibility is 

delegated to the reader, because the reader is the one ;,rho must give it t-

(the article) a context, by r~,king something out of it (or by decidin8 

upon a cQurse of action), In an instance such as this, the sociologist 

observes certain features of life, but removes himself froP.l the issues 

that these features entail, In one sense, he talks about-life, Hhile 

denying human purpose, the ability to say something, to take a stand in 

life, 

~--
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X. The Pro bleP1 of the ~1onster 

The problem of the monster is the next logical step whieh follovm 

the ambiguity of ethically neutral science. In this section, I will 

analyze the novel, Frankenstein, for the resemble.nce it bears to some 

posi ti vistie pursuits in science, I will be draHlng upon the \-TorT<: of 

Stephen Crafts, which, in some Hays is relevant to this theme, 

The unreflexivity of' certain scientific practices is portrayed by 

Nary Shelley in the novel, Frccnkenstein. The monster, Frankenstein, is 

the eJ11bod_iment and result of non-evaluating science, The novel, in that 

it focuses upon the monster as an implication of the value-free scientist, 

restores the value-free scientist to a political context, The import of 

F'rankenstein lS: a person's whole education can not consist of science 

alone i there must also be a, l)oll tical couca tioD vrhich can guid_e the 

scientist in his pursuits. 

Victor Frankenstein, the scientist, "rished to pursue nature to her 

hi.ding place, to discover the cause of IHe (Shelley, 1965:53), Frankenstein 

supposBd tha-t the mysteries of 1if13 could be unveiled. In fact, ne mentions 

that he had no reservation ;.Then it came to exploring these mysteries of 

life, "Ti th which others, out of respect or superstition, would not dare 

tamper (Shelley, 1965:50), The novel portrays the difference in the 

character of Frankenstein as he moves from being a student (one who 

searches) to becoming god-like (one Hho knoHs), Frankenstein learns the 

supreme s~cret of nature; _he learns the cause of life, But, knowing the 

cause of life j_s not sufficient, Frankenstein must be a god: he succeed_s in 

giving life to an inanimate form, 

Frankenstein as kno'iTledge is a knoHledge based on the facts. It is 

! -
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absolut.e, in t.he sense t.hat facts are thought t.o give truths, bits of 

cer-kl.in information. Frankenstein seeks to dominate nature (Crafts:97). 

·Hm>f is it. that a knmrleelge based on the fact.s may lead a person to 

domination? Through the facts, people capt.ure nature, in so far as the 

f t 1 h ' h t t' I' h ~ 1 ac s are a anguage H J_C no- e na ure s accomp J_S men lJS. "It!hen enough 

facts are compiled about nature, t.hen nature wl11 be contained through 

2 t.he facts. Nature is then in hanel, anel, v.rhen na-ture is in hand, 

dominat.ion is possible. (Craft.s:97). Domination is possible because 

people v.rho possess absolute knov.rledge of nB,ture, have risen above nature. 

Knov.ring every fact of nature, they can exert their influence upon nature 

because they Etre no1" other than nature: they have stepped beyond nature, 

In one v.ray, Dr. Frankenstein achieved the positivistic rrinciple v.rhich 

Hax Heber spoke of in "Science as a Vocat:~_on": 

It (the increasing in-te11ectualisation and ration
alisation) lileans .•. that :principally there are no 
mysterious, incalc:11c,-"21o forces tha-i:- come into play, 
but ~'a-ther that one can t in principle, master all 
things by calculation. This means that the Horld is 
disenchanted •• , 
(191~6: 139) 

This is a principle v.rhich perhaps guides and motivates certain 

positivistic cotrrses of action v.rithin science. Of course, it is an impossible 

task because it suggests the infinite; people, 'trho are mortal, are incapable 

of capturing the infinite nature of the u.l1i verse. Therefore , it is fitting , 

that this principle should become a reality in a piece of fiction such as 

Frankenstein; hOlf8ver, in so far as the novel gives an account of v.rhat 

could happen if the un}verse Here mastered by calculation, it can be read 

as telling us something about Hisdom of this principle. 

1, I HOU.L<1 note, perhaps unlike a positivist that natlL"Le is more than mere 
facts; nature evades us Hith the mystery of life. 
2. This is an infinite tasks therefore impossible. It is not stated here 
as fact t but as conjechrre. 

t---
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Stephen Crafts, in the article "Frankenstein: Camp Curiousity or 

Premonition?" concentrates upon the importance of Frankenstein as a 

reminder of the umrisdom of certain ::;cientific principles, In this 

article, he cites Herbert Read in order to differentiate beh18e'n the tHo 

types of knowledge which are contrasted in F'rankenstE;.in, 

Intellect begins Hi th the observation of ne.ture, 
proceeds to memorize and classify the facts thus 
observed, and by logical deduction builds up the 
edifice of knmrledge properly called science, 
Sensibility, on the other hand, is a direct and 
particular read,ion to the separate and individual 
nature of things, 
(Read quot,ed in Crafts: 96) 

Intellect is knOidedge cased on the facts, i1hich, because it is 

so external, rerrains sej?arate from a person, The facts arc an "objective 

creationj thus I a ~'::;".cmled,ge such as intellect 10es not demand. a human 

response from a person, Intellect, is a cody of vYloHledge) possible by 

accuITlulation of the facts ani memori sa'ti on , I said that intellect does 

not demand a hu:nan response -- such as reflection -- because in order to 

knovT (intellectually) one need only cammi t the facts to memory. KnOH ledge 

bc.1.sed on accumulation of the facts does not include a.nalysis of the facts 

(for their meaning) as an in~rinsic feature of it, Intel1ect'p. use of the 

facts returns us to the idea that facts capture nature; from this, 

domination is a possible course of action, 

Sensibility, on the other hand, preserves the mysterious quality 

of the nature of things: it can be likened to an erotic activity. 

Phenomena are deal t ~'li th in a human W3.Y, 3y this I mean that a person is 

r-
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resourceful enouGh to react to something, mindful of its purpose, For 

instance, the ground of the rock's existence is also the ground of human 

existence, Both are, The persoYl vrho understand s -this uses the rna terials 

that are offered him by the sensuous world accordingly; that is, vrith a 

mind not to violate those materials,l A person Nho lmen sensibility 

Hould not 1-rant to dominate a thing by taking its na tU.Te from it, Instead J 

he would bring himself to the nature of this thing, wishing to learn from 

it; a learning that Hould conceivably enrich the self, ana could not be 

separated from the whole of life, This person can not remove himself from 

his knOYfledge because senGi bili ty is a reaction : it dernands that humans 

restore the rationality, the immanent purpose to thiYlgs by their awareness 

and display of it. 2 

Frankensteir: the drana betHeen intellect and sensibility, 

Frankenstein is the scientist, the intellect, ~Tho through his knm'fledge 

destroys sensi nility I the human respons8 to the ~.,or Id (Crafts: 97) , The 

novel sho"l-TS that although Frankenstein pursued his Hork with a strange 

pa-ssion, he was detached fromit.J:i'rankenstein had no 8e-nSB of hi-s work 

until he beheld the monster, the outcome of his labor, Its hideousness 

is a complete and utter surprise to him, F-.cankenstell-'i \-Jhile pursuing a 

certain course of action, "las at the same time, ignora.nt of its implications, 

He had separated his work from his life, This separation of life from 
- ..• -,:""\ ---. 

Nork remained peculiar to him, because, as the storY_0-eepcus:; Frankenstein 

1. Something like what I am speaking about has been expressed by Georg Simmel 
( 1971: 236) : 
"The "forld vieH of the Greek Has based on the idea of being, of a- unified. real 
cosmos, the self-contained plastic representation of ,·[hich he revered as 
di vine. T<~ven Hhere his thinking led to the universal principles of movement, 
of relativity, of dualism, still the ultimate form and the ultJ_m'1-:'<:; yearning 
of his intellectual Horld vielf Has determined by the :Ln:nut<-1.bl~ all encompassing, 
self-sufficient, and intelligible Being .k' 
2. Henry Da vid_ Thoreau, both a naturalist and a poet I is one person Hho 
succeeded in doing this, 

II 
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comes to regard the monster as the source of his problems, Thus, he is 

ignorant to a point; he fails to see his place in the turn of events, 

because he exempts himself from his actions, As a character, Frankenstein 

is neutral to the drama: he is a one-sided being who is totally a-

political, 

Crafts explains it in this I'ray: 

A further .irony lies in the common confusion of 
crea tor and the erea ture, for it 'tras Victor 
Frankenstein Hho crea tecl a monster. The figure of 
ho:::'ror has been projected by man to a product, a 
process repeated froin the novel. It is Frankenstein 
vrho deserts his monster and thus brings a bout the 
rampage that is synonomous ~-ri th the figure of the 
monster, A similar tendency exists today in the one
dimensional bias to distinguish beb-reen subject and 
object in the "'fay that value-free inquiry establishes 
evasion of rOesponsibility as technologica.l m0~:"ls 
opcrcl.llo.i. 
TCrafts:96) 

Victor Ii':r.'Q,n!<::enstein Has unreflexive in his Hark because he faileet 

to make his activity an ethical topic, That is, he failed to look at 

his activity in the context of its go?d or purpose, His Hork Has a means, 

but to \'fhat end? This NaS some-thing he did not forsee until the end ( the 

monster) I.as upon t.im. ° Thus, Frankenstein's acti vi ty Has irresponsible: 

even when the holocaust of the monster Na.S upon him, he continued to 

evade responsibility for his acts, by thinking of it as the monster's 

fault, 

Crafts sees this predicament I the confusion of purpose, 'ana.logous 

to value-free inquiry, The monster is a kind of objective reality in which 

people tinker, but, in the end, abandon, Thus, the actor views himself as 
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an indlvirlual subject vrho Harks upon an object that is given: both subject 

and object are thought to be given in such a Hay that existence is not 

problematic. A person need not be responsible for (responsive to) nature, 

because it a:hra,ys existed, and he had no role in brineing it about. The f ---

ethically neutral person can Hander through life as a dilettante; in one 

way, he has no sta,ke in Hha t he does. Horeover, the evasion of responsi bili ty 

in SOI!le scicntific pursuits may generate a mania of activity. Ethics.l 

neutrality can be understood as the failu.re to see a lim~t to activity; 

activity is limitless because Hithout a guiding sense of value, discrimination 

is ir:rpossi ble. Because of its lack of disc:rirnination, vEl.lue-free science 

resem'Jles chilclhood. A child is an undisciplined member. The child is 

undisciplined b3cause, through his innocence (lack of experience) he has 

no faculty ;-Ii th T"hich to judge the difference of things. To the child, 

everything looks the samej anything Hill be fair game. A scientist, suc,h 

as Frankenstein, then ShOHS us his innocence Hhen he undertakes a course 

of action in which anything is possible: it isn't the possibility that's 

important, as much as the object is (the anything). Like a child, he seeks 

a toy. 
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XI. On Value J1.1dgments 

In this section I want to analyze value judgments in a 'tray simi12vr 

to the analysis of the facts in the preceding section. I will be drawing 

upon Heber's vrritings in order to make reference 'to the definition and 

different usages of, value jUdgments. By conducting O.n indexical analysis 

I want to ShOH - hOYT value judgments are types of speeches that fo11ov1 --

and complement the f2vcts. 

A value judgment is in Heber's terms: "a practical evaluation of 

the satisfactory or unsatisfactory character of phenomena subject to our 

influence." (19LI'9: 1). A value judgment is a statement that is made after 

phenomena have been -designated phenoJllenaj presu!f..ably, after scientific 

method has yielded the facts. The value jurlGment follows facts and clescription l 

it presupposes the~l, but it does not clescri be. A . value judgment evaluates: 

Hhen a value judgment is made, a feature of nature is isola.tecl, rated by-

1 
some standard, and jud,3ed accoJ:'clingly, ~ 

A va.lue judgment is not a descriptive speech it does not 

PlITPort to cajlture or report upon nature. HOi,rever ,. the uS3.ge of the value 

judzmerrt tellC', vs :comethiE;?; a.bout the natUY8 of descriptlcr~: Jescriptlon 

does not sp8a~~ irl the ,-ray tha:t a value judgment does. In so far as a 

description is a reproduction of nature, it gives an idealized version of 

nature to man, and nothing else. It is not the place of descriptior: to 

'offer an opinion; the facts are statements of r:ature -- they say nothing 

about nature, Thnt is, the facts offer us no insight but to tell us what 

is. The facts do not speak in the "fay tb..at value ,judgments do: value 

l:l'his formulation resembles the practice of "subscribing to values" which 
Has forHn~_la ted in the previous section of this chapter. However, the point 
of interest irl that discussion Has the notion of value as a pre-existent 
standard, and not the practice of making value jUdgments. 



judGments are the comments after nature. 

Value judGments are important in this respect: they give humans 

back their voice. Value jUdgments give humans a voice over nature in that, 

by making a value judgment, a person has something to say about nature. 

Value judgments restore a person to his place in the Horld, as a speaker. 

1;lhen a person speaks a value judgment, he expresses himself: the activity 

shaHS us that he is thinking something about something. The pe:r-son i'lho 

speaks value judgments is not s:Uenced by nature 1 that is, he is not 

orienting to the facts as the only possj-"\Jle Hay of speaking 1n the vrorld. 

Nature can silence man in -I:,his Hay: if nature is thought of as perfect, 

then t,he facts 1'iil1 be valued, The facts 1'Ti11 become what is spoken. This 

does not alter the situation, however, that as a forlf: of speech, a value 

judgment has a kind of Imdy stat1:_s. A value judgment is subordin2,ts to 

nature, to scientific Hork.. A value judgment is possible only after there 

is something concrete to talk about. But, a value judgI'\ent is demeaned. A 

value judgment is not considered as important as the facts are. \'Jhere 

science I s ideal is to shm'T the facts, then vEtlue judgments are not 

considered an essential part of labor: they are extranneous to it. Value 

judgments are left as a personal decision of the actor; they are not 

fundamental to scientific work. 

VJhat is the rationality behind this subordination of value judgments? 

If nature is 1 thought of ~,s perfect, then facts 1'lill be valued because they 

duplicate na tm"e. Humans need not have aBything to say a bout perfection--

because what can be said about perfection? The concept of perfection 

1. This was depicted earlier as the rationale of sensuous life. 
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excludes from it any rehabilitative attempts: perfection can be made 

no better than it is, If the facts are thought of as speeches that be8;in 

to approach this perfec-tion J then any other speech Hill be superfluous in 

this world because there is no need for it, A value judgment may appear 

insignificant in the light of perfection (perfect speeches, facts). For 

instance, think of a no-nonsense type of job like police Hork. A detective 

will question p80ple as to what they saH, "hat happened; he Hants the 

facts, He is not really interested in hearing h'hat they have to say about 

th t t f f ~· 1 _e s a ·8 0 a 1alrs, The cletecti ve doesn 1 t neeo. intervention behreen 

him:::.elf and the facts: he seeT(s a direct path to the facts Hith nothing 

interfering, 

Ny point throuGh all ttis is that the very idea of a value juc'lgment 

reflects hU!'lanity, 11• value judgment can be heard as a re!ll.inder that :it 

is important to speak in a way that does more than describe. Description, 

in that it is the capturing and subsequent report of nature is nothing 

itself; it cloes not exhibit a character ot.her than nature. Hhen a person 

make.B a value j.udgme.nt, he displays that he is not nature because he h!il.~ 

some-thing to say about nature. This person has some resources by which 

to evaluate nature, and theTefore, Hhen he makes a value judgment shows the 

difference be-tvreen nature and himself. 

1. This argument presupposes a certain type of cop, like Joe Friday in 
Dragnet 1'1ho says, "Just the facts,- rna' mil, to a I'Toman l.,rho Hants to tell him 
more, vrants to tell him what she think:;;, That 1 s his Hay of telling her to 
shut up, that he doesn't Hant to hear it; he doesn't want to hear anything 
but the facts, On the other hand, Columbo is different, a more playful 
cop. Columbo knmm usage -- he is qu:i.te willing to hear an o:pinion because 
he has the notion that anything could be a clue; even a \Talue judgment 
could be a possible fact, He is not, like Joe Friday, just rooted to the 
ostensive definition. 
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XII. The Division an(l Completion of Facts and Value LTUdf)ments 

Value judgments evalua:te nature in a Hay that secures the division 

beh-reen man and nature. To some extent, a person must be thinking that 

nature is in hand in order to make a value judgment. H01'1 is nature in 

hand? Nature is captured through the facts; value judgments presuppose 

this. Tha t is, ttey more or less leave the existence of the f2.cts 

unproblematic, proceed Hi th the existence of the facts 8.nd judge them 

according to their desirability. The facts leacl the ~'my into value 

jUdgments. 1 A phenomemmmust ce kn01m before' it C8.n be judged: in this 
I 

respect, one Hho makes value judgments takes a positive course of action 

_ in that he must assume an attitude of certainty tm-Tard the phenomena in 

order to judge it. In so far as a value judgment is a pronouncement upon a 

phenom~mon, it may signal the end of inquiry toward that phenomenon. Thus, 

through value juclgf:lents one orients to a 1-rorld \-Thicr. is immediately given. 

Value judgments signal a parting wi th .phencn.el~2., ;o:-a ther than the pra.ctice 

of addressing the o~igins of phenomen~ 

1 . 2 ana·-Yf51:s-, 
. 

v:hich occurs in phenomenology or 

In the sense that value judgments perpetrate a division beh-reen 

man and nature, they are not erotic. As stated earlier, value Judgments 

more or less let nature stand as it is: they add to nature by atta.ching a 

comment to it. '1'0 say that I like or d].slike something does not necessarily 

mean that I have done anything Hith it (1. e, that I have thought a bout it.) 

Because value judgments are pronouncements (decisions or conclusions about 

nature), they do not include a display of their genesis. Thus, they do not 

1. I say this nO\1 as a technical feature of their usage j later I 1-Till shaH 
hm-1 facts call for value judgments in order to create a complete language. 
2. For an example of this, see the section on }Jostalgia. Nostalgia is 

. drawn out in a Hay to show its dynamics. This is different from a value 
judgment of nostalgia ,..;hich would simply be to say, iiI don I t like nostalgia." 

t-
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ordinarily ShOH or make reference to the labour vThich was taken to produce 

them. 

Hl:ereas value judgments leave nature as it is, we can see a direct 

contrast to this in erotic life, An erotic activity, in so far as it 

puts nature to use, f.loves it (nature): there is a relationship there, 

the dynam.ics of vrhich resist objectification, Because it is a process, 

erotic activity defies a systematic approach: it can not be captured by a 

causal lavr, In erotic life, actor.'s live Hith ttP. mystery of natu::::e 

11D., hn~e Hhich ::.s "transformed through activit:;. Therefore, nature is not 

-thought of as objectified -- tr.l1t is, so:nething that humans can never 

hope to touch because it is absolutely separate, !L'rotic people make nature 

Ii velYl in one ,tTay, nature is as good as dead_ until they notice it, 1 

Not only do facts and value judgments perpetrate a division betHgen 

man a.nd nature, but as types of speeches their use is contingent upon a 

di vision of labo:.rr in language, :Facts cite 'tTha t is, while value judgments 

say Hhat is or is not desirable about "hat is, Therefore, each one has 

in Nax l~ebe:r:' s Hri tings on methodology: he argued primarily for the 

distinction to be made behreen facts and value judgments, That is J facts 

Should not be confused Hith value judgments and vice-versa (Heber, 1949:2) 

Facts and value judgments are the fundamental grammars of a world 

that does science, They compose a "complete language" Hi thin this ,iOrld 

in so far as they each cover half of a Hholej that is, the facts cite the 

objective, and value judgments speak subjectively,2 Because reality is based 

I, In the spi:r:it of this, Thoreau wrote: 
"It takes a man to make a room silent," (1961:7) 

°2. See NcHugh ~J; "al, 1974 pp. 9-10 on the difference behTeen complete and 
incomplete versions of iwrk (and language). 

r-- --
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on the facts, there is a need (in this world) for opinion, that Hhich 

enables people to attend to reality, outside of those activities Hhich 

are auspiced by sc:l.ence, Facts and va1ue- judgments, then, presuppose a 

vTOrld that is both objective and personal, An objective course of action 

is pursued in science; the remnants (activities Hhich are not scientific) 

fall within subjectivity, and value judgments cover the su::'jective speaking, 

In this Hay, I Hish to stress the similarity of facts and value 

judgments rather than their difference, In so far as they emanate from 

the SeLme Horld vieH, facts and value judgments can be understood as 

complements of each other, The facts call for value judgments in so far as 

the object presupposes a subject Hhich predicates it.; conversely, the 

subject Hhich predic:ates needs something to predicate, an object,l 

1, ltIe saw hmr these categories stick, in S9-:1SUOUS life , albeit differently. 
Nature is the subject to sensuous people -- it predicates them. Since 
they "rant to be lE-<:e nature, they fashion themselves C).fter nature; they 
are objects of nature, Sensuous life is really a very primitive step, 
Humans take another step Hith science. (modern technology). Scientific 
method is a i'o'ay to gain control of nature; humans are no longer objects, 
but su-:o.jects, They maKe nature HITa t itls lTIOW ncrtlJ.re is 1,11e (1).l8Ct. 

r--
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X III. The Personality ami Valup. Judgments 

In this section I vIant to analyz.e the use of value judgments in 

the context of the personality. This is an aspect of value jUdgements to 

"Ihlch Heber alludes in "The Heaning of Ethica.l Neutrali ty"; hOi-l'ever it is 

not fully developed. I Hant to develop the problem of personality and 

value judgments here in a Hay that Heber did not. lfTeber is rea.d as 

objectlng to the use of value judgments in the classroom because the 

teacher Hho mad.e value judgments Hould be retard.ing the level of sclentific 

inquiry, Emd l-l'Ould also be impressing inexperienced student.s Hi th his 

"personal opinions". In other Hords, this Hould contribute to the decline 

of scholarship. 

I think t.hat ~'!eber's objection to t.he use of value juclgments can 

[.e read as evocative of some issues other tha:l th9 specific classroom 

situation. In this section the a.nalysis of value judgments will be 

developed in these Hays: 

1. The movement of the value judgment from the ethical to the 
personal sphere. 

2. The superficial character of the personality and charisma 

3. The value judgment oriented to as a possession 

l1-. The value judgment as a token of u~'1.iqueness and the fodder of 
pluralism. 

Vleber argued against the superifical nature of some value judgments, 

those Hhieh had become "mere personal opinion." Although the value judgment 

is perhaps meant to be a responsible judGment on the part of a person Hho, 

after much thought and through the process of mediation with a value (here, 

in the sense of a resource), decides upon a particular course of action, 

this sense of it is forgotten. The value judSlTlerlt J IlTce tl-le onE! tl-la t is 

!-, 
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engraved 1n the "rights of the teacher's personality" (1']eoer, 19/-1-9: 4) , 

becomes a matter of mere caprlce, The mere fact that a value judgment is 

spoken by a -particulay speaker is enough justification for its being 

spoken, In this 'fay, the ground of the value judgment shifts, Originally, 

the value judgment refers to a process of deliberation beb-Teen a human 

and the sense of value, a resource other than himself, Perhaps an 

illustratinn will better get the point across: 

sense of value 
I choice 

ground of value judgment 

HONever I when the value judgment becomes a ina tter of the personality I 

the process behind it resembles something like this: 

I 
choice 

11he only g~ound of the val].le judgment depi8ted in the last 

illustra tion is "I", The original sense of value is dissol veel into the 

ego so that "I" is the supreme value,. The pm-reI' of the ethj_c (or value) 

tD spaah: to Bomething Bnd1.1ring in man is oblite-rCl,ted, Instead, the VCtlue 

judgment is representative nOH only of its speaker who fancies hinself 

the source of his speech, 

The personality is the sanctuary of the value judgment: as long 

as the value juclgment is a token of the personality , it is a kind of 

protected speech, Heber points this out in the fol101'fing statement, 

One cannot, because it is a value judgment, 
refute this point of view,l 
(19L~9: 4) 

1.. Sone read. Heber as saying this in the sense that arguing a value 
juc1.e;!'lent is IH:e trying to ar:;ue with someone a bout religion or politics, 
It is impossibJ:e because value judgments can not be reflected upon, I 
am trying to find. out Hhy this is so, 
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Hhy is the value judgment irrefutable? Because personality can not be 

viola ted, Personali ty is something like the right of a, person to be a, 

person, the right to himself. The personality is Hhere a person finds his 

experience as a being, If the value judGment is thought to be grounded 

in the personality, to challenge it is bad taste. It is bad taste in this 

sense; if the value judgment is read personally, then a challenge to it 

Hill be read as a personal assault. To refute a value judgment is to :put 

into qU'3stion a. personvs right to his :personhood, To think of a value 

judgm.ent as irrefutable is a Hay to l'emedy this problem: if va.lue 

judgments are not Challenged, no one's pe::osonhood is being threatened, 

!:.,o ste3.1 

(capitc'1.l::'sts) clon' t ~·;a~lt to be greedy, but p:;:ecisely tba.t possession is 

the binding force of their lives I \Thich !l':a~,:es them honour it as ttey do 

Hhen they avee not to steal, 

Hhat is revolting about this development of personality is its 

sup8rficlal chara.cter, 
1 

It echoes Heber's concept of charisma,-

The natural lec,de:;:s have been holders of specific 
gifts of body and spirj.t; and these gtfts have 
been believed to be snpern2.tural, not a:;cessible to 
everybody, 
(19L~6: 245) 

The p8rsona.lity is a charismatici'igure, a natura, 1 , 2 It is almost 

as if. his magnetism is explained by· nature; which is to say that it really 

cannot be explained, there is not logiC to 1 t, Instead, . nature is ci ted_ 

as a cause Hhich glosses the problem because it implies that charisn~a is 

1. Although Heber's concept of charisma is relational, 1.e, behreen leader 
and follo;.Iers, I do not think that this exclud.es myconsidera tion of the 
pre-charismatic state, 
2. The play on words is intentional, 
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given. It S88lllS to me that in the concept of charisF.a vThich is somethine; 

like instant personality, it is impliecl_ that one cloes not have to HorT..;: to 

achieve personhood,l Charisrra can 1)e shrugged off by the corn.mon sense 

maxim, "Either you've got it or you don't," The "it" is a gloss >-Thich 

refers to charisma: it is a mystery J and_ not accounted_ for. But the gloss 

is an example of the kind of accounting done to explain charisma, 

1, The "Harking tOHCud personhoodu alludes to cbaracter YIhich I v[Quld 
think of as antithetical i.o charisPla, Character is a iwrkine; t01'1ards 
one's self, something like an ethical commitment, 

t -
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XIV, Possession and Value Judgm<:!nts 

The value judgment that is ground.ed in the personality, to a certain 

extent, becomes the personality. Because a value judgment posits the 

speaker I S personhood in the Horld, the value judgment is thol.].ght of as 

no clifferent from that speaker, The point Has brought out earlier that 

to refute a value judgment is unthinkable, for it is to question a speaker's 

very being in the Hor1d, Horeover, the value Judgment can be oriented. to 

a.s a possession: it can be to the speaker a little piece of I'That he has 

of himself. If a value judgment is a holcting, then to have it taken al·ray 

(refuted) is to lose a piece of the personality. 

In the book Asylums, F,rving Goffman speaks of a similar T,-:ay of 

orienttng to self in the world, Hhen he portrays the imtate I s trauma upon 

The admission procedure can be characte;~iz.ed as a 
lea.ving off and. taking on '" Leaving off, of course J 

entails a dispossession of property', i:r.porumt because 
persons invest self-feelings in their poss8ssions, 
Perhaps the most significant of these possessions is 
n_ot, Pl1ys:icaJ- at all, one I s full na:ne, 
(1961:18) 

A posseesion is a possession because of the boundB.ries pla.ced. 

upon it· Hhich enable it to be isolated and vieHe<l as a product, A possession 

can be had in a Hay that activity can not be -- because activity is not 

limited by boundaries Hhich make it a thing, Activity is a process, and 

if rre think a.bout it, a mystery, because it is not conc:cete like a thing. 

Hovement is an essential feature of activity, and it is precisely the 

movement of activity Hbich is the mystery that resist.s ojectification. 

On the otl:.er hand, the product, or the result of activity, because of the 

lines drav1D around it in order to isolate it and see it as such, is 

~--



concrete. It can be had or grasped by the senses. 

Products are important to a sensuous form of lifei a product can 

be possessed, Through oHnership of the pro~uct I a transformation occurs 

YTherein the possession is made into a feature of the self. As Gof£'man 

clemonstrates I a possession need not be physical j hOYTever, Hhen something 

is oriented to as a possession, it does become physical in the sense that 

·it is concrettzed. 

A possession gives security to its Q1-mer. Take, for example, a 

sod,e't,y Hhich lives by possession, i. e. , capitalism. In capi ta,listic 

society I the Oi-iYler is usually considerf~ct powerful because he possesses the 

most, in te:cms of material ttings. HOHever, the mmer' is Heak beca'.lse of 

his 8,ttachr.lent to his possessions. Possession is a pecul:Lar rela.tionship 

to a thing. It is the n88(1 for a thinG into Hhich a person can read his 

being. The Oimer Fho reads his being into tte thing c;i'/es his being over 

to the thir:g. The possession is given a life by the Oi-Tner that cllminishes 

his own, As Karl Harx noted, "The more men give to god, the less they 

have of themselves," (1967:290). 

A value judgment that is oriented to as a possession is a speech 

vrhich has been transforr:lecl into a product, The value judgnent holds the 

speaker in his speech; the speaker must be orienting to his words as his 

property, As a thing apart from him Hi th a life of its Oi-TD, the possession 

gives him back his life through its existence, In this Hay, a sensuous 

person knm-is that he is in the viOr1d because he can locate his possessions 

in the ".;arlo,. His possessions tell him that he is 'in the l'iOrld because 

they are in the Horld. To this form of life, one's self is bound in what 

one Vc.l1ues, and not in the realization that one car: va1'ue, 

t- -
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A value judgment is ustk'llly spoken in a ~'Tay Hhich emphasizes the 

boundaries placed upon a product. For instance, think of this one: "The 

staff of.a mental institution is there for the good of the inmates, and 

that f S my opinion". The value judgment 8~ppears here as a conclusion, 

a result of some kind of process Hithin the individual. Hhen it is spoken 

in this fashion, no reference is made to its formulation. An opinion 

stands alone; it signals the end of a conversation, rather than the 

beginning of one. But, as the point vIaS' made earlier, a linguistic 

construction such as the value jud.gment or opinion signals the end of 

dialogue; it loses the dialoe;ue. 

A value judgment can be formulated as a speech that is alien8.ted 

frol'l the practice of speaking. It seems to come from nm'There because it 

appe8.rS as a conclusion. At the sar'1e time that a value judgment is 

exp:cessing somethinr:;, it is putting an end to speech; it speaks in order 

to silence. 'l'his feat.ure is the immanent contradiction Hi thin the 

structure of the value judgment • 

. To Recount: 

A value judgment has been analyzed as a t;'lpe of speech Hhose 

usage may be contingent upon an objectification. l'1oreover, the objectified 

value judgment becomes a possessj_on Hhen its boundaries are transformed 

into the boundaries of its speaker f s ego, That is, the difference behreen 

the OHner (the speaker) and his property (the value judgmer.t) seem to 

fade. A value judgment itself is a bounded speech -- perhaps capable of 

being objectified because it is more the product or result of some kind 

of dialogue than dialogue itself. In this Hay, a value judgment can be 

formulated as a kind of schizophrenic construction, a kInd of speech that 

silences, 
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In this section I 1,rant to examine pluralism as a co~seQ"J.ence of 

the unrestrained use of value jud3ments, Pluralism is a return to the 

problem of value freedom; plurallsm is more or less the collective 

expression and embodimen't of all vfeN's, It (pluralism) may be u~clerstood 

as value freedom because in order to be the enumeration of everything, it 

can not leave out anything, Pluralism does not have any discri:nination 

about it, Although it may be a collection of evaluations, a pluralistic 

position is itself non-evaluative; therefore, pluralism ShOHS a kind of 

_ irony in its use of value jUdgments, Despite its use of value judgments 

("That is necessary in order to collect them) lit (pluralism) is, in the 

final analysis J 2, der..ial of 'basic value itself. 

Hm-r are value judgments the foclder of pluralism? 

'1'he value j"ud3ment that is made to speak for the personality is 

dependent upon the notion of its mm uniQue cb.aracter, That is, the idea 

goes ... '>'i th it ( the value judgment) that there is nothing else like it in 

the Ho!:'ld. ~\ value judgment posits the individual vi8l'Tpoint of an 

individual speaker in the Horld, The fact that there are many d,ifferent 

value judgments leads to the search for all value jUdgments, This is 

so because one has the idea that each value judgment must be represented 

before any action in the vrake of value jUdgments can be inia ted (i. e. , 

L'· .... • ) 
~nlnKlng, coverslng . Hax vleber eventually expressed this senti;nent: 

If one Hishes to turn the university into a forum 
for the discussion of values, it becones a duty to 
permit the most un!:'estrained freedom of discussion of 
fundD.r.lental questions from all value positions. 
(191-i'9: 8) 

HOI-rever, this is an impossible task because all value positions can never 

f-
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be known. The very uniqueness of every value judgment defi~s a count 

But, it is the impossi bili ty of this task 1'ihich gives the rationale for 

:·;eber's final position (Le" that silence is preferred over the discussion 

of .values at the uni versi ty) • The helplessness of not knmTing hOT,;r to 

talk about value judgments leads to the silence about them. By this I 

mean, to a pluralist, the analysis of value Judgments: is impossible, The 

pluralist sees the difference of every unique value judgment, and not ·the 

commonality that all value judgments might share beyond their seeming 

difference. The pluralist might think tr..at the only 1-ray to talk about 

value judgments is to make them. 

In res:ponse to jIeber's insistence that all vaJ.ue judgments must 

be re:presented before the discussion of vaLles can occu.r, Gouldner retorts: 

But this is too pious by far. 
insis·t.ed that all vieHs shou2.d 
dialogue could begin. 
(1962:200) 

}i;vcn Socrates never 
be at hand before the 

':Jhat is there to the fru.stration that Gouldner has expressed? 

read as referring to some general problem 1'Tith pluralism? Perhaps the 

problem can be pointed to IH,:e this: If you started out to count all things, 

you Hind up 1tTith nothing. 

Pluralism, the unrestrained collection and embodiment of all vie,-rs, 

fails to organize its s:peech, Speech is orGanized by Hhat is essential to 

it. This idea of the essential is Ylhat stands behind the appea.rance of 

phenomenon that makes for its possibility. It is a nlystery, but it is also 

the mystery that is 1wrked into essential thinking. There is sOI:lething 

beyond mere appea:cances Hhich understanding r.mst comprehend. 

t -
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The pluralist, on the otber hand, is unorganized in this Hay: 

the pluralist is entranced by the fact that there are different sides to 

the coin. 'I'hls difference is taken as conclusive of the separateness of 

each side of the coin. The idea of the coin as a coin is blasted because 

the plu.l'alist sees the existence of the coin only in terms of its hTO sides. t-

Each side is made a rule in itself. PluTalism: places the essent in its many 

different.appearances so that it (the essent) is lost, For instance, think 

of the thinldng about value jUdgments. The phlralistic position "Thich i-JebeT 

expresses calls for the presence of all values before value discussion can begin. 

Value discussion ',lOuld have to be a debate Hithin different value spheres 

tha t 1wuld Heigh the desira bili ty of one value against an other. The idea of 

value in general that permeated all conceptions of value Hould never, in 

such a discussion, be' taken into accomrt. Thus, thee essential is fOL,-:~d' 

sca.ttered in every different form, rather tha.D being common to every possible 

form of value, 

As Gouldner points out, Socray,es did not have to be avTare of 

every issue in order to be well-inforned. This is because Socrates 'das not 

helpless in the face of many d~_fferent issues; he Jme." hOH to speak in a 

Hay that did not let the dee]? underlying issues slide by, In the dialogues, 

he spoke, not sed.uced by the rrany different appearances of an issue I but 

gleaning the general from the particular, 

The unrestrained use of value jUdgments rna.kes Hay for the laisse'z-

fa.ire: any value is valid simply because it is a.value. The fact that it 

( value) is authorizes it. The pluralist does not evaluate because he 

collects and 'enitodies all vim·IS. I Hould think of this as ~'J e beT's dilemma, 
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ancl perhaps understand the pluralism vrhich he demonstrates as a result of 

the unscientific treatment of value judgments. That is, "Then Heber stipulates 

that value judgments can only be treated evaluatively, he ShOHS the failure 

to treat them as any other phenomenon aboL'.t Hhich science conducts inquiry. 

In one Hay, I have been tryinG to demo!lstra te that facts and value judgment.s f-

need not create a bind for the social scientist, that the social scientist 

need not und.ersiand facts and value judgments as the 0!11y types of speeches 

available to hi!'l. Instead, I am sayins tbB.-L facts and value judgme!1ts are 

inventions and featu.:res of a particular forr.l of life as much a.s any other 

phenomenon Hhich the sociologist !'light care to examine, 
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